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CHAP.l'ER I 
The Setting 
The purpose of this paper is to follow the progress of the fonna.tion 
and reorganization of several districts into a unit district. My reason 
for selecting this field experience is because this writer feels this will 
be the precedent in taron:ow's education. Already in the process, school 
reorganization will be of great concern for the next several years. For 
the past several years, n:ost :recc:mrendations by the legislature and SUper-
intendent of Public Instruction have encouraged larger units. 
It is my sincere goal that this paper might be used by executive 
personnel, boards of education, and others interested in the welfare of 
our schools to help than avoid prablans that arise in the process of the 
unit reorganization. 
Soun.:e of Data 
For this study infonna.tion was obtained f:can various news articles, 
personal interviews with people involved, notes sent tone by reliable 
friends through the mail, and my own personal observation and research. 
This writer has atteltpted, to the best of my ability, to present the facts 
in their true perspective. 
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Treatment of the Data 
This writer shall begin this paper with the meeting in which it was 
decided that a study would be conducted to analyze the feasibility of the 
foi:mation of a unit district. This field experience will be cxmpleted 
when the unit is ooopletely organized and the unit district superintendent 
is selected. 
Limitations to the Scope of the Study 
When one looks at this study anlll research, it is important that one 
realizes that the problems are uniquely different in the foi:matian of the 
Wayne City Unit. Many schools were involved in the fonnatian of the unit, 
as three OOlmties were involved in one way or another before the boundary 
lines were finally successfully drawn. 
The data for this paper was gathered and presented without regard 
to the personal biases of this interviewer, but with regard to the personal 
biases of the interviewees. This was an especially difficult procedure, 
as the various parties intervieiwed during the course of this research each 
had personal, particular, and often conflicting points of view. As such, 
evaluation conceming each of the parties' statemants was necessarily made 
and accuracy of the facts rather than enotionalism of the :narent was the 
criteria for inclusion in this study. 
kknowledgements 
I would like to take this opportunity to express~ awreciation to 
Mr. J. Comie Allen, SUperintendent of Wayne City High School and Mr. Ik>n 
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Sledge for allCMing ne the opportunity to assist them during the oi:ganization 
of the camunity Unit District No. 100. Both Mr. Allen and Mr. Sledge treated 
ne as if I was one of the administrative team. The challenge they delegated 
tone of assisting in assembling the materials in the fonn of a feasibility 
study provided ne with the opportunity to gain skills, knowledge, and under-
standing, which I will utilize for the remainder of ~ professional career. 
We labored many long and hard days during J\llle, July, and August of 
1972, and I reiterate ~ thanks for the opportunity you JYX>Vided ne to obtain 
successful field experience in educational administration. 
The Area 
W§lyne City is located in rural southern Illinois in Wayne County. A 
lai:ge nuni>er of people make their living by fanning; either by grain, dairy, 
beef, or a oarbination of these. Many people woi:k at grain mills, factories, 
garages, and odd jabs. It appears that the inhabitants are a hard working 
group mf individuals, but the family inoare is far below the state average 
of $10,059. In fact, in Wayne County, according to the 1970 Census Report 
by the United States Deparbtent of Cootreroe, the family ina:cre was saoo 
$4,100 below the state average. The Bureau of the Census said per capita 
inoare for the county arcounted to $2,463. 
The 1970 census slD.ied that for the portion of the population age 
sixteen and over, 72 per cent of the nei and 38 per cent of the "Warel1 were 
in the wo:r:k force. Anong the erployed 30 per cent were holding white collar 
jabs, and 12 per cent were errployed by the goverment. 
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About 39 per cent of the married waren with husbands living are in 
the work force, and 30 per cent of these wives have children under six years 
of age. 
In the age twenty-five and older population, 33 per cent of the nen 
and 35 per cent of the waten were high school graduates. The census also 
disclosed that anong the 00\lllty's 15,791 inhabitants age five and over in 
1970, 1,571 had been living in a different camty within the state in 1965, 
and 467 were living in a different state in 1965.1 
These facts indicate that the people located in the area under dis-
cussion are classified as under-priviledged people. Often the nothers \tt10rk 
outuae the hare, not necessarily because they want to or to buy luxuries, 
but because it is mandatoi:y in many cases for the family to have the neces-
sities of life. 
Approximately 90 per cent of the people that live in the Wayne City 
area were bom and raised in that area. During my :r:esea:rch, it was pointed 
out that thei:e were not any black people living in the proposed Wayne City 
Unit, and to the knowledge of this writer and many people interviewed, there 
has never been any black people living in the proposed unit district. To 
this area, minority pl:d:>lens are only reflections of what they see and read 
in the media. 
Brief Histoz:y of School Reorganization (of the Area) 
During the early nineteen forties, the area was still clinging to one-
roan schools. But, during the late forties, many people began to realize 
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that one-roan schools were no longer sufficient to xreet the needs of the 
changing tines. Many schools were having financial problems, and in the 
rural area., there -were not enough students to financially oontinue the 
concept of one-roan schools. Many areas throughout the state of Illinois 
were in the process of fonning unit districts and nost were in sare stage 
of being reorganized. Only after a long and bitter struggle did the people 
of this area vote to fonn an elementaJ:y grade school district by oonsoli-
dating several of the one-roan schools into one grade school district. By 
the middle fifties, nost grade school districts had oonsolidated and built 
a new grade scl¥:>ol. People were enthusiastic because they had made great 
progress; they had advanced fran eight grades in one roan to 0\10 grades per 
roan. The curriculum stayed approximately the sama. There was nore ercphasis 
on athletics in contrast with the past years when there had been ver:y few 
ext.m-curricular activities of any kind. 
During the mid-sixties, many people were beginning to develop negative 
attitudes toward state school officials and legislators because they were 
saying that all schools IlUlSt provide a kindergarten for the five year olds. 
Most districts had fine n£M buildings, but they had not built on an extra 
roan for a kindergarten. Sane people felt it was urmecessar:y for their dis-
trict to have a kindergarten because they had always managed to survive with-
out ooe in years past; but to save their schools, they found a place for it 
by building on an extra roan or purchasing a nobile classroan. 
By the early seventies, these districts were again in financial trouble 
and no longer had m:mey to operate their districts and stay within a workable 
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budget. People began to talk about forming a unit district, which would in-
clude both the elerrentary and the seoondary schcx>ls. 
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CHAPTER II 
ATI'.EMPTS TO OffiANIZE 
First General Meeting 
On March 6, 1972, at Orchardville, Illinois, there was a :rreeting 
of sc:txx:>l executive personnel and sc:txx:>l board members with representatives 
fran Men, Oak Grove, Berry, Sims, and Boyleston. The purpose of the :rreeting 
was to discuss the possible novenent, fonning in the west side of Wayne 
County toward establishing a l.ll'lit school district. 
Doyne Winterrowd, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction's 
representative from the Mt. Vernon office, was present to answer questions 
in an infontlal discussion concerning a unit district. Mr. Winterrowd is 
supe:rvising school reorganization in Southern Illinois. 
Those attending the :rreeting talked in tenns of a unit district with-
in the approximate bol.ll'ldaries of the Wayne City High School district, but 
possibly including the Boyleston Grade School district, no.,;, part of Fairfield 
High School district. The people present were very interested and planned 
a future rreeting for March 15, 1972, at the Wayne City High School. 
Second Meeting 
The week before the second :rreeting was to occur, a school representative 
from Jolmsonville contacted the Wayne City office and inquired concerning 
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the progress towaros a unit district arrl asked if representatives fran the 
Cisne Board of F.ducation could attend the next meeting on March 15, 1972. 
Mr. Allen, Wayne City's High School SUperintendent, infonted the individual 
of the situation and told him that the representatives were indeed welc:ure 
to attend the meeting. After the conversation, Mr. Allen contacted the super-
intendent of Cisne High School arrl invited him and representatives fran the 
Cisne area to the meeting. Mr. Allen reported that he.was told that Cisne 
had oonducted several unit meetings for the Cisne area and that there just 
did not seem to be sufficient interest to pursue the unit plan. lkJwever, he 
did agree to contact sate of Cisne's citizens and see if they 'WOuld be interested 
in attending the neeting. There were no representatives fran the Cisne or 
Johnsonville area at the meeting. Even though m citizens fran Cisne attended 
the neeting, it still appeared to the Wayne City residents it might be feas-
ible for Wayne City and Cisne to carbine to fonn a larger unit. Both areas 
were small, but together they ex>uld fonn a large, stable unit district. When 
no representatives attended the meeting, Wayne City's officials assmned there 
was no interest in the Cisne area for a unit district. They oould see no 
reason why Cisne should be ORX)Sed to the Wayne City unit plan because they 
stood only to gain. 
If Wayne City followed the state office's reccrmenda.tion arrl fonted 
the Wayne City unit by the High School boundaries, the proposed Wayne City 
district would have to give up many sections of larrl in Orchamville arrl 
Beny districts to Cisne High School arrl Johnsonville Grade School. Wayne 
City would give up a total of fifteen sections to Cisne, and would take three 
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sections of a sparsely populated (two students) area in the Jolmsonville 
district. Cisne would actually ocne out twelve sections, and several stu-
dents ahead. At the seoond neeting on March 15, 1972, each school district 
explained its own situation. At this meet.im, Mr. Sledge, Wayne City's High 
Scoool principal, explained that in January, about two IOOnths prior, it be-
came obvious that sane of the small grade schools in the Wayne City High 
School district were going to be forced to close in the near future due to 
the enforoenent of state regulations. Primarily, the regulation causing the 
m:>st difficulty was the ~rement of one teacher for eadl grade. Mr. Sledge 
went on to explain that the reason for the neeting of all school administrat-
ors in the Wayne City High School district at Orchardville on March 6, 1972, 
was to consider the problem and discuss the fonnation of a unit district. 
The consensus was that the m:>st logical solution a~ to be the fonnation 
of a unit district. All of the schoolssin the district were represented at 
the March 6, 1972, neeting. If the principal was unable to attend, the board 
of education sent a representative. In a discussion of a possible unit bolmdary, 
a representative fran the Office of the State SUperintendent of Public In-
struction advised Wayne City to follow its high school bomidary lines. It 
was at this time that Mr. Sledge cx:miented, "We want to study the school pro-
blems and have a voice in the decision on unit district oi:ganization rather 
than wait until action is forced by the state. It we wait until then, we 
might have less say in how to solve our problems". 
Connie Allen, SUperintendent of Wayne City High School, also pointed 
out that there would be fewer probleitS if the peq>le made the decision ro,. 
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If the decision would be made at this tiJre, it would be because the people 
wanted it, not because the state was forcing it upon the people in the various 
districts. Mr. Allen rrentioned that a unit must be foi:rood in order to save 
the Wayne City High School because it would just be a matter of tiJre until 
one of the other high schools in the area \>,'QUld cxma in and claim sare of 
the area in the Wayne City district. 
In a personal interview with Mr. Allen on March 20, 1972, Mr. Allen 
explained to this writer that with the fonnation of a unit, a better cur-
riculum cool.d be provided and the buildings rrM in use could be utilized. 
But he did point out that the use of the buildings would be a boa.rd decision 
and a decision that the new unit school board would have to make. 
After an explanation by each grade school district to be included 
in the fonnation of the proposed unit on the financial situation of each 
and a general discussion, each grade school district had an individual cau-
cus. It was the unaninous decision of the group to take the question of 
fonning a unit to the people with a series of public neetings which a!l?e 
scheduled that evening and published in the Wayne County Press. The boundary 
lines were discussed at this neeting, and the state official fran the Office 
of Superintendent of Public Instruction again stressed that it was important 
to draw the unit boundary lines along high school district lines. The local 
school representatives at the meeting agreed that it would indeed be the 
best possible plan for all ooncerned to take the issue to the people and stay 
within the Wayne City High School botn:lary lines. It seered to be the only 
neighborly and ethical nethod. It was at this meeting that the state official 
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fran the Office of SUperintendent of Public Instruction ccmnented that he 
was inpressed with the oonoern of the group to info:r:rn the public and let 
them have a Sa'f in the decision whether or not to draw up a petition to fo:r:rn 
a unit. 
With the dates set for the public neeting, it was fJ(Jreed that each 
individual grade school board '\\10Uld hold a public meeting and discuss the 
situation and plans with its local people. A future and third meeting was 
set for Marcil 29, 1972, at the Wayne City High School. 
Other County School Officials' Reactions 
One school board menber for Fairfield High School told the Wayne 
County Press on Marllb 20, 1972, "I'm not ORX)sed to their study, but I 
think this should cause Fairfield to cane alive and get such a study started, 
or 'le're going to find our territo:cy gobbled up and restricted to about our 
city boundaries if we don't do sanething".2 
Cisne High School Superintendent Mr. F:cy reported that there had 
been a series of infoxmal meetings relative to a unit district being famed 
in the north portion of Wayne County but none had been held recently. Mr. 
F:cy did express hope that sanething could be oone in Wayne County to get nove-
nent on a plan for a unit district study; in fact, he ccmtended the Wayne 
City people for their initiative in such efforts. Gene Tolliver, Superintendent 
of Cisne Grade School, was not in town on this date; therefore, he was m-
available for ccmnent. 
Principals, school board ne:rbers, and people in the various grade 
schools in the county that hoped to be included in the proposed Wayne City 
Unit petition, were all ve:cy hopeful that the unit would be<xme a reality. 
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All people interviewed realized that the local grade school districts were 
suffering critical financial difficulties. 
Public Meetings With Citizens 
of Grade School Districts 
In the two weeks fzan March 16 to Marcil 28, the various grade school 
districts took the issue of fanning a unit to their citizens to hear their 
opinions and feelings. 
oak Grove held a public neeting with the principal, Frank McGath, 
in chai:ge. The neeting was well attemed, and Mr. McGath opened the neeting 
by explaining the nerits of a unit by pointing out some of the ways he felt 
the oak Grove's educational program would benefit by the for.mation of a unit. 
M:>st of the people were very enthusiastic toward the for.mation of a 
unit. The:re were many questions asked, and a general discussion lasted for 
approximately two oours. The discussions oovered the following topics: 
shared equipnent, central purdlasing, central textbook adoption, one school 
board, salacy schedule for all personnel, and the possibility of better 
teachers. The pecple present voted overwhelmingly in favor of the fonnation 
of a unit. At the following neeting, the board also voted 'W'laIU.I[Dl]Sly to 
work toward the for.mation of a unit. 
Wayne City Grade School held its public neeting with Mr. E'.dwin Borah, 
the superintendent, in charge, and Mr. Borah also pointed out the advantages 
and disadvantages of a unit. Mr. Borah in his presentation pointed out that 
three school districts in the area did not have the sane curriculun, and he 
felt the rural schoolssin the area oould inprove their curriculun pl'.'OCJram if 
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a unit was fomed. It was explained that the Wayne City Grade School was 
not in financial trouble; in fact, the financial situation was very good and 
m:>st likely would ex>ntinue to be operated within their budget for the next 
several years. 
In the open disucssion, many Wayne City citizens brought out the point 
that even though they were not in financial trouble, they were surrounded by 
grade schools that were in financial trouble. All citizens voicing their 
opinion felt they should not only oonsider their own school, but also look 
out for the interest of the neighboring grade schools and the Wayne City 
High School. One individual pointed out that Wayne City Grade School should 
be in favor of reoz:ganization and the fonnation of a unit because if they 
did not the rural schools in the area would go into other units and the Wayne 
City High SChool would not be able to operate with the loss ef the rural 
schools. 
Mr. Borah also explained to the citizens that he oould see a problem 
that might develop if they did not fonn a unit in the near future: the bonding 
power of the Wayne City Grade Mlool. He explained that the maxinun bonding 
power at the present time for wayne City Grade Sclxx>l was $200,000 and that 
this would increase considerably with the fonnation of a unit. 
Mr. Borah felt one thing the people should keep in mind was that there 
was the possibility that sate Wayne City students might be transported to a 
rural school if the unit was fOI111!d. He pointed this out because he felt the 
people should realize it and not feel like they were misled or misinfoi:ned 
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later. A vote was taken and 90 per cent of those attending the neeting 
favored the fonnation of a unit. 
Beny Grade School held four public rooetings with Bernie Weaver, 
Superintendent of Berry Grade, in chaxge. Mr. Weaver pointed out that the 
state had infomed rum that Beny Grade School must provide one teadler 
per grade and provide a principal with at least one half of his tine devoted 
specifically to administrative duties. A majority of the citizens attending 
the series of rooetings favored the unit plan. 
Sims Grade School held its plblic rooeting with Harold Austin, Pres-
ident of the School Board, in cha%ge. He explained to the citizens that Sims 
Grade School had always operated in the black, but that they would no longer 
be able to do this because four m::>re teadlers would have to be hired to rooet 
state requirenents of one grade per :roan. 
Many people present felt that teacher m::>rale would be :inproved if a 
unit sh:>uld be fomed. A straw vote was held with a large majority favoring 
fonnation of the unit. 
At the Orchardville Grade School public rooeting, the financial situation 
of the school was explained to the dizitens: Orchard.ville l«>uld no longer be 
able to operate as a dual district with the present situation. After this 
explanation, a vote was held with 90 per cent of those present favoring the 
fonnation of the unit. All board neti:>ers on the Orchardville Grade School 
Board voted in favor of the unit plan. 
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CHAPTER III 
CXNFLICTS 
After the series of plblic meetings with all the local grade school 
parents whose children would be included in the proposed Wayne City Unit 
petition had been held, Wayne City school officials learned that a problem 
had developed that would have to be solved. A few oours before the meeting 
on March 29, 1972, Wayne City school officials notified their citizens' oan-
mittee and infoi:ned them that Hamilton County was planning a unit petition 
that would include several sections of the Wayne City High School District 
on the south. With sate luck, quick planning, and able legal oounsel, the 
Wayne City board was able to circulate a unit school petition and file it 
with the SUperintendent of F.ducational Service Region, Albert Miller, late 
Wednesday night, March 29, 1972, to try and prevent the loss of those sections 
of land which included the J.\den district. 
After the third public neeting was held, Wayne City school officials 
went to Mr. Miller's office to file their unit petition, and at this, they 
leamed that Cisne had already filed a unit petition that included fifteen 
sections in Orchardville and four sections in Berry Grade School that were 
presently in the Wayne City High School District. 
Mr. Allen, Wayne City's High School Superintendent, explained 4:bat 
upon investigation they found that Cisne actually had drawn their boundaJ:y 
line within a quarter mile north of the Orchardville school, and claimed 
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territory presently the east side of the Wayne City High district. There 
was one irregular indention in the boundary line north of Orchardville Grade 
School. It was found that Cisne had drawn its unit petition boundary line 
up to the eighty acres where the Wayne City High School Board President lived; 
however, his remaining property was included in the Cisne unit proposal. 
Needless to Sir;!, the Cisne petition alarned the people of the Wayne City area. 
Other County Schools' Action 
Albert Miller, Superintendent of F.ducational Service Region, reported 
on March 13, 1972, that "It's like a rat race" with everybody getting in 
the act of filing petitions in Wayne and Hamilton Counties. On March 28, 1972, 
petitions for three different units were filed in Wayne County and one in 
Hamilton County. At 8:55 a.m. Cisne High School officials filed the first 
petition, and on the sane evening Wayne City in Wayne County, and McLeansboro 
in Hamilton County filed at about the sane tine. The McI.eansboro petition 
is rrentioned because it would enoorrpass areas that were in the Wayne City 
High School District and were also claimed in the Wayne County Unit petition. 
The third petition which was filed in Wayne County on March 20, 1972, fran 
the Boyleston and Fairfield grade school boa.ms asked for a hearing concerning 
imcorporating Boyleston School District into the Fairfield system. 
Mr. Miller infonred ne that the Wayne City petition would be acted on 
before the Fairfield petition since the law requires that the hearings be con-
ducted in the order of their filing. But, since this is the law, the Cisne 
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petition 'WOUld be acted upon first because it was filed a few murs before 
the Wayne City petition. 
Reactions and nrotions 
By Wednesday, March 29, 1972, the news had spread through Wayne County 
conceming the various petitions which had already been filed in the SUper-
intendent of F.duca.ticmal Service Region's Office. The E11Dtions of the people 
in the Wayne City High School District raged as they realized what was about 
to llappen, or what they felt would happen to the Wayne City High School Dis-
trict. Most people in the orchardville and Berry Grade School Districts 
feared that if the Cisne Petition was approved, their schools would be closed 
because of the loss of students and tax llDnies. On this date, there were 
several delegations, large and small, which Mr. Braddock, .Assistant SUper-
intendent of F.ducational Service Region cxmsideJ:ed as they presented the 
facts concerning their position. 
One exanple of the e,cplosion of E11Dtions by the local people was the 
delegation of arKJry not.hers protestiD;J a Cisne High School plan to foan a 
unit school district which included them. The delegation of thirty waceil 
made it plain to Mr. Braddock that they did not want to be included and that 
they wanted no part of the Cisne Unit District as proposed in the Cisne Peti-
tion. Mrs. F.d Keil, an ordlal:dville resident, told Mr. Braddock, "I signed 
that petition, but it was misrepresented to me, and besides they told me I 
would be in the district even if I didn't sign, and that it made no matter 
what I did". 
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Mrs. Ieslie Scamrough, wife of the president of the Wayne City High 
School Board, stated that she felt that the Cisne petition was ridiculous be-
cause Cisne included their property in the proposed Cisne Unit District, and 
school officials fran Cisne had oot even asked her or her husband about it. 
The group of nothers f:ran Orchard.ville :roontioned possible court tests 
or taking the matter to the State SUperintendent of Public Instruction. One 
lady declared that she and her husband would spend three thousand chllars if 
necessary to fight and beat the Cisne proposal. 
Mr. Comrie Allen, SUperintendent of Wayne City High School, also ex-
pressed disappointnent in the Cisne petition because Cisne had oot been pre-
sent at any of the meeti.D;Js in which the fonnation of the unit had been dis-
cussed. Mr. Allen definitely felt that the Cisne plan was a "land grab". Both 
Mr. Allen and Weldon Kendrick, SUperinterdent of Fairfield Carmunity High 
Scoool, said it was their understanding that the three high schools in the 
county were agreed that they \'.Ould keep l:x:>undaries as they were in the event 
of going to unit school systems. 
Mr. Allen was also concerned because McLeansboro had filed a unit 
petition in Hamilton County and had also crossed into the Wayne City High 
School District bom.dary lines. Mr. Allen had received \'.ODI about the various 
petitions and began to take imnediate action by infoi:ming the school board 
and citizens' cxmnittee ooncernin; the series of events that were taking place. 
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Wayne City Takes Action 
The Wayne City board and citizens' ccmnittee decided that all plans 
cxmcerning the study for fo:cmation of a unit district must be discontinued 
at the present time; instead, they mist take action and fight to save the 
Wayne City High Sclx>ol District and nove in the clirection mf the fo:cmation 
of the unit district at the sane tine. Mr. Allen stated that Wayne City 
High District nu.st begin a campaign to :retain the present ba.mdaries. Other-
wise, the Wayne City High District would lose enough students and tax dollars 
that it 'WOuld be practically impossible for the district to continue to 
operate. 
Mr. Allen said he realized that Wayne City's petition in Wayne City 
and .Mc:Leansboro's petition in Hamilton County were filed on the same evening, 
but there was an incident in Hamilton County that he referred to as "stop 
the clock", 'Which 'WOuld create a dispute over the filing tine of the Wayne 
County and Hamilton County petitions. Wayne City's principal, Don Sledge, 
noted that Mcieansboro :reported they had filed their petition at 9:51 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 29, 1972. Mr. Sledge felt the people of McI.eanslx>ro had to 
"stop the clock" because it was ccmron knowledge that people had signed the 
McLeansboro petition after ten o'clock and others had told him that they 
were at the Hamilton County meeting and the petition was mt ootarized until 
nearly 11:30. The Wayne City petition was officially filed with the :Edu-
cational Service Region at 10:55 p.m. on Wednesday, March 29, 1972. 
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Superintendent of Public Instruction 
Persormel Arrive on Scene 
SUpporters of the Wayne City unit proposal were given scree encourage-
nent z..t>nday, April 3, 1972, when Richard Small fran the Office of State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, camented on the Cisne petition at a 
maeting in Mr. Miller's office. Mr. Small indicated that the office of 
Superintendent of Public Instruction would not a:r;.prove the Cisne petition 
taking eerritor:y fr.an other high school districts. 
Mr. Small did not report that the Cisne petition would be approved if 
it was drawn within its own high school boundary lines even though it would 
prd:>ably be as nuch as one thousand people below the population minimum 
stated in the law for a unit school. 
The feeling of rrost officials involved in the various petitions was 
that they would fight this problem in the state office and court system too, 
if needed, to get their various systems approved. 
F.ach district was supported by the citizens in their local cxmmmities. 
An article in the Wayne County Press an March 30, 1972, definitely conveyed 
the feelings of the people of Cisne. These cx:mrents "'1ere made by the Johnson-
ville Parent Teacher Organization, which was a locality within the area in-
cluded in the Cisne petition. They hoped that Fairfield and Wayne City w:>uld 
realize that the group pushing for the Cisne Unit District Plan had not a.ined 
to hurt them, but they did want to get back saoo Wayne County land which 
Flora had obtained a m:a:rber of years ago: this situation was taking several 
students and $90,000 of Wayne County tax noney out of Wayne County each year. 
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This group felt that if they could get the area they had requested, the 
Wayne City and Cisne differences could be settled. 
The citizens of the Cisne cxmrunity felt that they had been deprived 
of funds for thirty years, and they would support the ten-man steering can-
mitted all the way to a court case, if necessar.y, to get the funds that they 
felt should have always been theirs. Irx;tqiry revealed that these citizens 
were talking about forty-five sections of Wayne County ro,, attending Clay 
County schools having an estimated valuation of $4,136,431. 
At~ to Settle Disputes 
On April 3, 1972, the dispute with Hamilton County was resolved by a 
neeting of school officials £ran both areas. The dispute cxmoemed proposed 
unit school district boundaries. J. Conrad Allen, Wayne City's High School 
Superintendent, and the Wayne City board met with the McLeansh:>ry (Hamilton 
County) board and, after a bit of "horse trading", came up with an amicable 
settlenent of their bol.mdary disputes. Both districts had filed unit dis-
trict plans the p:r:evious Wednesday night, May 29, 1972, and both had claimed 
Men Grade School District, which is presently a part of the Wayne City High 
School district. 
In the exchange of lind, or in Mr. Allen's wo:ros, "lx>rse trading", 
the final settlement stated that Wayne City High District would concede 
twelve hundred acres, presently within its boundaries, but would a<:XIl]ire 
fifteen hundred acres in the southern part of the kleansbo~ High District. 
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Mr. Allen explained that the Wayne City peti ti.on still could not be 
processed until after the SUperintendent of Educational Service Region, 
Albert Miller, as legal hearing officer, heard the Cisne petition. A date 
had not been set for the Cisne unit school petition hearing, and it appeared 
at that time that no hearing date would have been set until there was a 
ruling on the Cisne petition fran the state office. 
Ch Friday, April 7, 1972, there was a meeting of the steering oan-
mittees and boaros of the Wayne City and the Cisne High Schools at Berey Grade 
ScbJol. They were seeking a solutiontmttheir boundary dispute, but there 
was no agreenent reached. Mr. Allen explained that the only way that an 
agreemant could be reached was for Wayne City High District t.o give up the 
land that Cisne had claimed in their unit proposal. 
On April 10, 1972, the Wayne City and Cisne High School steering oan-
mittees net for the second t:ime within a week, but this time in the office 
of Superintendent of F.ducational Service Region with Richard 9nall £ran the 
Depa.rt:nent of Reoognition and Supervisor, representing the State Superintend-
end of Public Instruction, Michael Bakalis. It was hoped that the unit 
district boundazy dispute in the orchardville area oould be resolved at 
this meeting, but neither district was willing t.o oomede areas. Mr. 9nall 
did make various :reocmnendations, whichaare discussed elsewhere in this paper. 
COUnter Petition 
After the unsuccessful attenpts t.o settle the dispute with Cisne 
school officials, Mr. Allen felt that his sc1:x>ol board thought it was time 
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to take further action. The Wayne City citizens and school officials did 
not agree with or even approve of the Cisne unit proposal plan. Officials 
fran Wayne City prepared and sul:mi.tted a counter petition in which twenty-
six people who had signed the Cisne petition requested the rerooval of their 
names. Mr. Allen, Mr. Sledge, and the Wayne City High School board cir-
culated the oounter petition, and in an interview with Mr. Allen he explained 
the :reasons for the counter petition. In It¥ discussion with Mr. Allen, he 
:revealed his :reason for asking the twenty-six people to re.trove their names: 
1. ~. Allen explained that people rcJW in the Flora district 
will have to pay their part of the bonded indebtedness rcJW 
owed by Flora High School and Grade Schools. This state-
nent was made to Mr. Allen by a state official, Dick Small, 
but citizens of Cisne had derrphasized that as it was so 
small it would not arrount to much m:mey for the taxpayers 
of that unit. Mr. Allen explained he did mt understand 
this because for three weeks he had been reading letters 
with regard to the saving of the taxes fran the Flora School 
District for "dear old Wayne County". He said he wondered 
why the taxes we:r:e so small when they a:r:e oollected for bond 
issues fran the Cisne people to be paid to Flora, but they 
becare so large when they a:r:e oollected fran the people of 
Flora School District to be paid to Wayne County. 
2. Many of the people who signed that petition were not just 
uninfonned, but were misled. 
Superintendent Allen asked, "How many public neetings were 
held by the officials of the Cisne Unit to discuss tax rates 
and other problems :relative to the proposed a:r:ea?" He felt 
that the:r:e we:r:e a number of i.np:>rtant issues that the people 
slx>uld have been infonred about before they signed the Cisne 
petition.. Mr. Allen brought forth many questions he felt 
slx>uld be answered • 
.. Were the people of Mt. Erie told that their taxes could be 
raised fran $1. 84 to $2. 22? Were the people of Cisne told 
that their taxes CX>Uld be raised fran $2 .. 02 to $2.22? Were 
the people of Berry told that their taxes CX>Uld be increased 
fran $1. 99 to $2. 22? Were the people of Orchardville told 
their taxes oould be increased fran $2.17 to $2.22? Aren't 
these facts that should be explained to the people? Why 
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should Cisne have a maximum of $2.22 in the educational fund 
on an assessed valuation of over $15,000,000 when we ask our 
people for $2.00 on an assessed valuation of $13,000,00?" 
Mr. Allen pointed out that the Cisne tax rate is higher than 
Fairfield, Wayne City, or .tln:.eansboro, and that many people 
in the Wayne City High School area would not have signed the 
Cisne petition if these facts had been presented to them in 
advance. 
3. The third reason for asking people to rem::>ve their nanes fran 
the original Cisne petition oonoemed the effect it would have 
on the small outlying grade schools in the area and Wayne City 
High School. If the Cisne petition was approved, it "WC>uld 
close Orchardville and Berry Grade Schools and do great dam-
age to Wayne City High School and certainly Senia Grade Sdx>ol 
"WC>uld be put in a damaged position. Wayne City would be too 
small to fo.Dl\ a unit if the Cisne petition was approved. Mr. 
Allen explained, to me, that Mr. 9tlall said publicly that he 
"WC>uld reamnend approval of both petitions if each of the two 
present high sdxx>ls, Wayne City and Cisne, 'Wel'lt back to their 
high sdx>ol botmdaries as they presently stand. Mr. Allen 
explained the Wayne City High School would have no choice but 
to dismiss teachers and cut back on curriculum if the Cisne 
petition was approved; therefore, he said it was oot surprising 
to him that Mr. Small gave his opinion witk:>ut much hesitation. 
He continued by qt.Dting one of the criteria that the state must 
use in denying or accepting the Cisne petition. With school 
cclJde book in hand, Mr. Allen emphatically stated that, "The 
proposed school district is for the best interest of the schools 
of the area and the educational welfare of the pupils therein". 
He was sure that the people of Cisne would agree that the 
closing of the Orchardville School would not be for their best 
interests. He explained that sate of the Orchardville students 
"WC>uld be riding miles to Jolmsonville when they could have 
walked to their own school. Also, Berry School would 1¥>t be 
enhanced by the loss of students and revenue, and Xenia would 
be in much the sane predicanent. 
As far as land acerage is concerned, Cisne would gain nore 
fran Wayne abtJ.j and Fairfield than they \tlOuld lose to Flora. 
They \iO\ll.d also gain students if all four districts follow 
their own bounda.J:y lines. Mr. Allen said, "Surely no judge 
or jury is going to approve this kind of 'piracy' that is 
being included in the Cisne petitions and is evidently being 
condoned by sare of the Cisne school officials". 
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Wayne City Petition~ Up 
On June 28, 1972, SUperintendent of F.ducational Service Region, 
Albert Miller, received the long awaited ruling £ran Attorney General 
William J. Scott on the Cisne Unit Petition. The Attomey General declared 
the Cisne Unit Petition invalid for two reasons. 
The first was that after a Cisne petition was filed with 225 nanes 
in support, 26 persons on that list signed a withdrawal petition, asking that 
' their nanes be i::ennved. The Attomey General ruled this was within their 
rights. And with those names renoved, the Cisne petition fell to 199 naies, 
or one bel.cM the 200 names required by law for a unit school petition; there-
fore, according to the Attomey General's ruling, the Cisne petition was null-
ified. The m:,ve by Cisne citizens interested in adding names to their original 
petition carried no legal weight since the original petition had been voided 
by the withdrawal of nanes. This ruling really neant that you cannot add 
sarething to rx#ling. 
Secondly, the Attorney General :ooted that only two neni:Jers of the Cisne 
High Sdlool' s camrl.ttee of Ten, which worked up the petition, had signed it. 
'lhe law requires that all nenbers of the citizens' camdttee should have 
signed the petition. 
Mr. Miller announced that because of the Attomey General's ruling, he 
was going to dismiss the Cisne petition; therefore, the Wayne City petition 
was next in line and action to irrplenent the petition CX>Uld be taken. The 
Wayne City Unit petition should now enoounter no major difficulties. No date 
had been set at that time for the petition's hearing. 
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The Wayne City Unit petition presently carries proposed bomldaries 
paralleling the Wayne City High School District, with the exception of 
aoerage fran the Mcreansboro High School District, which has already been 
discussed. 
Wayne City Unit School HearirY;J called 
On July 5, 1972, Albert Miller, SUperintendent of F.ducation Services 
Region, announced that a unit school hearilYJ would be held on July 26, 1972, 
at the oourt house in Fairfield for the purpose of hearilYJ evidence as to 
the school needs and oonditions of the territo:cy included in the Wayne City 
Unit Petition and adjacent areas. Mr. Miller explained that he would take 
into oaisideration the division of funds and assets which would result fran 
the ozganization of the district, and detenni.ne whether it was in the best 
interests of the schools of the area and the educational welfare of the pupils 
included in the unit petition and adjacent territories. He said he would 
also have to detennine whether the territo:cy described in the petition was 
carpact and contiguous for school purposes. 
The public hearing was called because it had been detennined that the 
petition Wayne City had suanitted to Mr. Miller on April 12, 1972, was a 
legal petition in that it had been signed by at least 200 legal voters fran 
at least three-fourths of the school districts included in the territo:cy with-
in the prqx>Sed Wayne City Unit. Since the Cisne petition had been ruled out, 
Wayne City oould nove ahead with their unit plans. 
At the hearilYJ, any resident in the prqx:,sed district or Mr.I district 
affected by the petition oould ~ in support or opposition of the petition 
or to ci>ject. Within f~ days after the conclusion of the hearilYJ, the 
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Superinterrlent of F.ducational Service Ra:jion would make a decision either 
approving or denying the petition. 
Mr. Miller would have to make his decision within two weeks to can-
ply with the state statute. If he approved the petition, he \\Uuld send it 
on to Springfield for state approval. '!he Office of Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction, Michael Bakalis, must make its decision within thirty days. 
If approval was forthcx:ming fran the state office, Mr. Miller would 
then have 40 days in which to call for an election. 0£:lx)nents could take 
the plan to oourt for an administrative review, but this did not appear to 
be forthcx:ming in this case. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINANCIAL STABILITY OF PROPOSED WAYNE CITY 
COMJNITY UNIT SQIOOL DISTRICT 
Even though Wayne City had decided to drop all plans to have a 
group care in for a feasibility stooy, bhey had been actively doing re-
search to sl'Dw it was in the best interest of all concerned to have the 
Wayne City Unit Petition approved. Mr. Connie Allen, Superintendent of 
Wayne City High School, Mr. Don Sledge, Wayne City High School Principal, 
and the writer of this paper devoted six weeks to doing research to pre-
sent at the hearing. The following three chapters of this paper will be 
devoted to the research as it was presented at the hearing by Mr. Allen 
and Mr. Sledge in favor bf the unit petition. 
This study was designed to illustrate the financial stability of 
the proposed Wayne city Ccmrunity Unit District. This arequired the ool-
lection and analysis of data that affects the financial structure of the 
school system. 
The school population has been projectes to estimate the possible 
loss or gain in state revenue due to enrollnent. The assessed valuations 
and tax rates for the dual and unit districts have been listed and com-
pared. Major oost increases in the areas of administration and instruction 
have been tabulated and analyzed. Debt retirem:mt for the unit has been 
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caiiSCDlidated and tabulated. The state aid advantage for the unit has 
been detennined for 1972-73 and 1973-74. Revenue from local taxes has 
been studied due to the fact an increase in assessed valuation and de-
crease in tax rate (under unit structure) has affected the school revenue 
fran local taxes. A study of revenue and expendlitures is illustrated by 
the consolidation of the revenue and expenditures of all the schools in-
volved in the proposed unit. A budget, using that consolidation and other 
statistics determined in this survey, has been developed for 1972-73. Be-
cause sare of the major assets did not appear in the budget study, a small 
section surmarizing those assets was also included. 
It is inportant for the reader of this paper to renenber that many 
of these figures are estimates. The estimates are based on factual material. 
However, many variables exist which could change the financial situation. 
Since state aid is based, to a large extent, on enrollment, any 
financial study must give consideration to enro11ment trends. Using the 
enroll.nent histocy for the past five years, it is possible to project enroll-
nmts for the next four years with reasonable accuracy. 
The enroll.nent histocy for all the schools included in the proposed 
Wayne City Coomunity Unit were obtained from the Wayne County Superintendent 
of the Educational Service Region and consolidated into annual tables (Table 
1) • A sunmacy of that consolidation appears in Table 2. 
After the coosolidated enroll.nent history was deteJ:mined, the sur-
vival neth:xl of projecting enrollment was applied. The survival nethod is 
based an the percent of enrollment survival from grade to grade and year to 
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year. The percent of holding i;x::,wer was c:onputed, and four year averages 
were detennined (Table 3). 
Slnce the survival nethod is based on survival frcm grade to grade, 
as well as year to year, one grade level is lost every time a new projection 
is made. This will autanatically leave several blank spaces in the p~ 
jections for four years. In addition, the kindergarten history is inade-
quate so it is .inp:>ssible to obtain percentages of holding i;x::,wer fran 
kindergarten to first grade. 
Alternate nethods were used to detennine projections for kinder-
garten and first grade and to a:mplete the space left blank by the appli-
cation of the survival nethod (Table 4). Average holding power percentages 
were calculated on a year to year basis. Tlx>se percentages were applied 
to the previous years' enrollrrent to detennine the projection for each 
year. It is ass\ll'l8l that the kindergarten and first grade enrollrrents 
will remain relatively the sane so the same percentages of holding i;x::,wer 
were applied to the kindergarten enrollrrent to detennine the kindergarten 
projections. 
After the kindergarten and first grade projections were cooplete, 
those figures were used to fill in the blank spaces that remained after 
the application of the percentages calculated by the survival nethod. Those 
figures based on the alternate nethod are indicated at the bottom of Table 4. 
The projections are sunrnarized in Table 5 acoording to grade level 
for each year frcm 1972-73 to 1976-77. The total annual projections have 
also been tabulated to give a general prediction on enroll.nent trends. The 
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em:ollJrent projections indicate a relatively small but continuous growth 
of school enroll.mant for the proposed Wayne City Cc:mnuni ty Unit. This 
projection is in conjm.ction with activity in the Wayne City area such as 
substantial industrial growth in the neighboring camnmity of Mt. Vernon 
plus continuous wilding activity in the area. 
1967-68 K 
Men* 
Grade 
Beny 
Grade ~) 
Oak Grove 
Grade 
Orchardville 
Grade 
Sims 
Grade 
Wayne City 
Grade 15 
Wayne City 
High 
Totals for 
1967-68 15 
mNSOLIDATION OF INFOR-1ATICN 
Enrollments, 1968-72 
Schools Included in Proposed 
Wayne City Cc:mnunity Unit District 
TABLE 1 
GRADE LEVEL 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
(6) (8) (4) (6) (3) (5) (3) (5) 
3 4 2 3 2 3 2 3 
8 12 12 13 12 11 16 13 
9 9 7 12 7 11 13 9 
8 12 12 13 12 11 16 13 
14 17 9 16 9 11 6 7 
28 43 31 29 29 30 24 26 
75 
70 97 73 86 71 77 77 71 75 
10 11 12 "'lbtals 
22 
97 
77 
97 
89 
255 
73 59 66 273 
73 59 66 910 
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TABLE 1 - COOtinued 
GRADE LEVEL 
1968-69 K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Totals 
Men* (2) (7) ff) (4) (6) (3) (6) 
-
Grade 1 4 4 2 3 2 3 19 
Ben:y 
Grade 11 7 12 13 12 13 11 15 94 
Oak Grove 
Grade 5 10 8 6 12 5 12 14 72 
Orchardville 
Grade 10 15 11 9 10 8 10 9 82 
Sims 
Grade 11 15 16 10 15 10 13 8 98 
Wayne City 
Grade 33 23 26 38 26 26 20 27 23 251 
Wayne City 
High 65 75 ,. 50 254 
Totals 
for 
1968-69 33 61 77 89 66 78 67 76 69 65 75 64 50 870 
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TABIE 1 - Continued 
GRADE IEVEL 
1969-70 K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Totals 
Aden* (5) (2) (8) (6) (4) (5) (7) (6) 
Grade 3 1 4 3 2 3 4 3 23 
Beny 
Grade 9 7 9 12 12 13 13 11 86 
oak Grove 
Grade 6 5 12 10 11 15 11 11 81 
Orchardville 
Grade 11 17 13 14 7 14 8 12 96 
Sims 
Grade 8 9 12 11 9 14 9 10 82 
Wayne City 
Grade 22 36 22 28 39 26 28 27 26 254 
Wayne City 
High 58 56 66 56 236 
Totals 
for 
1969-70 22 73 61 78 89 67 87 72 73 58 56 66 56 858 
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TABIB 1 - COntinued 
GRADE LEVEL 
1970-71 K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Totals 
.Aden* (5) (5) (1) (9) (7) (4) (6) (5) 
Grade 3 3 1 5 4 2 3 3 24 
Berry 
Grade 10 13 8 5 11 11 12 11 13 94 
Oak Grove 
Grade 16 3 5 11 10 9 13 11 78 
Orchardville 
Grade 14 15 18 15 14 13 9 13 9 120 
Sims 
Grade 9 8 7 9 11 11 8 12 10 85 
Wayne City 
Grade 30 22 39 23 29 35 30 25 27 260 
Wayne City 
High 77 53 53 55 238 
ToWs 
for 
1970-71 63 77 78 58 81 84 70 77 73 77 53 53 55 899 
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TABliE l - Continued 
GRADE LEVEL 
1971-72 K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Totals 
Men* (4) (5) (3) (5) (l) (6) (6) (4) (4) 
Grade 2 3 2 3 1 3 3 2 2 21 
Berry 
Grade 5 10 14 8 5 10 12 12 11 87 
Oak Grove 
Grade 16 7 13 4 7 13 10 8 13 91 
Orchardville 
Grade 12 15 14 15 12 14 12 8 11 113 
Sims 
Grade 8 8 8 9 7 12 9 7 13 81 
Wayne City 
Grade 34 33 27 34 27 32 34 27 27 275 
Wayne City 
High 76 67 38 49 230 
ToWs 
for 
1971-72 77 76 78 73 59 84 80 64 77 76 67 39 40 998 
*Only one-half the Aden students in each grade are being used in this pre-
diction because only about one-half the students will attend the Wayne City 
Camunity Unit. When the enrolllrent was divided, it was rotmded off to the 
neai:est whole number in favor of the Wayne City Unit because i£ is predicted 
that the Wayne City carmunity Unit will receive a few nore than 50% of the 
students. The actual enrolllrent for Aden is recorded in parenthesis. 
YEAR 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
OIEO<ING 
TOTAL 
YFAR 
1968-
69 
1969-
70 
1970-
71 
1971-
72 
Four 
Year 
Ave. 
K 
15 
33 
22 
63 
77 
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CXNSOLIDATED ENOOLIMENT HIS'IDRY 
Proposed Wayne City camunity District 
1967-72 
TABLE 2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
70 97 73 86 71 77 77 71 75 73 
61 77 89 66 78 67 76 69 65 75 
73 61 78 89 67 87 72 73 58 56 
77 785 58 81 84 70 77 73 77 53 
76 78 73 59 84 80 64 77 76 67 
11 12 
59 66 
64 so 
66 56 
53 55 
38 49 
210 357 391 3'1 381 384 381 366 363 351 324 280 276 
1-2 
110% 
100% 
107% 
101% 
105% 
PERCENT OF HOLDING PCMER 
Proposed Wayne City camuni.ty Unit District 
1967-68 to 1971-72 
TABIE 3 
2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 
91% 90% 91% 94% 99% 90% 92% 100% 
101% 100% 102% 112% 107% 96% 84% 86% 
95% 104% 94% 104% 89% 101% 105% 91% 
94% 102% 104% 95% 91% 100% 104% 87% 
95% 99% 98% 101% 97% 97% 96% 91% 
CHECKING 
'lUI'AL 
910 
870 
858 
899 
898 
4,435 
10-1111-12 
88% 85% 
88% 88% 
95% 83% 
72% 92% 
86% 87% 
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AVERAGE PEIONT OF HOLDING :t?CMER 
Year to Year for Grade 1 
(Figures Used to CorpleteP:rojection Table) 
TABLE 4 
1967-68 to 1968-69 87% 
1968-69 to 1969-70 120 
1969-70 to 1970-71 105 
1970-71 to 1971-72 99 
'lUI'AL ( 4 years) 411% 
Four Year Average 103% 
1971-72 to 1972-73 103% 
roTAL (5 years) 514% 
Five Year Average 103% 
1972-73 to 1973-74 103% 
'lUI'AL (6 years) 617% 
Six Year Average 103% 
1973-74 to 1974-75 103% 
TOl'AL (7 years) 720% 
Seven Year Average 103% 
The follCMing projections were based on the above holding power percent-
ages for grade 1: 
1972-73 - Grade 1 
1973-74 - Grades 1 and 2 
1974-75 - Grades 1, 2, and 3 
1975-76 - Grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1975-76 
1976-77 
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ENOOLIMENT PIOJECI'IOO 
Prqx>sed Wayne City camnmity Unit District 
1971-73 - 1976-77 
TABLE 5 
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111 12 Total 
77 76 78 73 59 84 80 64 77 76 67 38 49 
79 78 80 74 72 58 81 78 62 73 69 59 34 
81 80 82 76 73 71 59 79 77 60 66 59 51 
83 82 84 78 75 72 72 58 88 84 55 585 51 
85 84 86 80 77 74 74 70 55 74 67 47 50 
Assessed Valuations and Tax Rates 
898 
897 
914 
917 
923 
When ooosidering school reorganization, nost taxpayers are interested 
in how the new system will affect their taxes. Table 6 illustrates the rates 
in the various funds for each sclDol at the present tine. The unit tax rates 
in the various funds are listed at the bottan of the table. '!'he building rate, 
education rate, and transportat.ion rate for the unit sl:i:Joilll be the exact rate. 
The other unit rates which are listed are estimates. 
Table 7 illustrates the total tax rates for schools under the dual 
organization by adding the grade school and high school rates. Those totals 
are then cx:upared to the total unit rates so that a nunerical c::ntparison of 
the dual and unit system can be dete:anined. Acooroing to these calculations, 
the individual taxpayer will have a lower tax rate under the unit organization. 
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CXNSOLIDATIOO OF INroR-1ATIOO 
Schools in Prq,osed Wayne City Catmmity Unit District 
Assessed Valuations and Tax Rates 
1972 Assessments 
TABLE 6 
Liability 
Assessed F.ducation Building Insurance 
Sdlool Valuation Rate Rate Rate 
Men Grade $1,990,235. .92 .25 
- 0 -
Ben:y Grade 4,466,293. .92 .1926 
- 0 -
oak Grove Grade 2,136,205. 1.11 .375 .0112 
Orchardville 
Grade 2,534,259. 1.10 .25 - 0 -
Sims Grade 1,036,183. .92 .25 
- 0 -
Wayne City Grade 4,900,215. .92 .2489 - 0 -
Wayne City High 15,898,800. 1.07 .25 
- 0 -
wrr TAX RATE $15,898,800 2.00 .so 
- 0 -
Bond and Trans- Mtmicipal Working 
Interest portation Retirement cash Total 
School Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate 
Aden Grade .375 .12 .045 .OS 1.607 
Beny Grade .2663 .12 - 0 - - 0 - 1.1989 
oak Grove Grade .253 .15 .1129 .OS 2.0621 
Orchardville 
Grade .2533 .13 .0516 .05 1.8349 
Sims Grade .4811 .0938 .0938 
- 0 - 1.8387 
Wayne City 
Grade .2884 .12 .0311 
- 0 - 1.6084 
Wayne City 
High .171 .12 .0235 - 0 - 1.6345 
wrr TAX RATE .2983 .12 .05ll .05 3.0194 
School 
Aden School 
Beny School 
oak Grove 
School 
Qrchar:dville 
School 
Sims Grade 
School 
Wayne City 
Grade 
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CXM?ARISW OF TAX RATES 
Dual Rates and Unit Rates 
Schools Included in Proposed 
Wayne City c.amunity Unit District 
TABLE 7 
'1btal '1btal Total 
Grade High Tax Rate 
School Tax School Tax for 
Rate, Rate, Schools, 
Dual Dual Dual 
1.607 1.6345 3.2415 
1.4989 1.6345 3.1334 
2.0621 1.6345 3.6966 
1.8349 1.6345 3.4694 
1.8387 1.6345 3.4732 
1.6084 1.6345 3.2429 
Reduction 
(-) or In-
crease(+) 
Total in Rate 
Unit Tax for Change 
Rate to Unit 
3.0194 -.2221 
3.0194 -.1140 
3.0194 -.6772 
3.0194 -.45 
3.0194 -.4538 
3.0194 -.2235 
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CHAPTER V 
I:rmtoduction 
One of the major advantages of a unit oi:ganization is an lltl>roved 
administrative structure and instructional pro;J:ram. Since these two areas 
:represent the major areas of U11>:rovement, they also represent the major 
azeas of additional expense and are inp:>rtant when studying the financial 
oansequenoes of a unit. 
Mninistrative Salaries 
An administrative structure that brings the administratian of all 
sdxx>ls under one central office requires a staff for that central office. 
In addition, foor schools in the proposed Wayne City CCmmmity Unit have 
principals who teach full time. These principals will probably only teach 
half tine in the new structure, which will bring additional oosts. 
It is inp:>ssible to detennine exact costs in these areas at the pre-
sent tine since that will be a decision of the new unit boa:rd of education. 
HcMever, it is possible to make reasonable estimates. 
The central office staff will probably consist of a superintendent, 
office manager (bookkeeper} , and a secreta:ry. The principal of the high 
sdxx>l, the principals in the ilenenta:ry schools, the high school secreta:ry, 
and an elenenta:ry school secreta:ry will probably cacplete the administrative 
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team. Table 8 contains a list of these positions with a corresponding 
estimated salary. Cbviously, these salaries will vary according to the 
educational qualifications and ~ienoe of the people hired to fill the 
positions. '1hese salazy estimates are based m a oarparison with schools 
of similar size in this general geographic area. 
ESTlMME OF AIMINISTRATIVE SALARIES 
Proposed Wayne City camunity Unit District 
TABLE 8 
Superintendent $20,000 
Business Manager (Bookkeeper) 8,000 
Secretary (Central Office) 3,800 
Wayne City High School Principal (Assistant Superintendent) 17,000 
Wayne City High School Assistant Principal 6,'100 
Wayne City Grade School Principal 14,000 
Berry Grade School 6,500 
oak Grove Grade School 6,500 
Ordlamville Grade School 6,500 
Slll1S Grade School 6,500 
Wayne City High School secretary 3,000 
Secret.azy (rotating) for Grade Schools 3,000 
TOl'AL WIT AIJ.1INISTRATIVE SALARIES $96,000 
The present aan:i.nistrative salaries being paid in the schools of 
the proposed unit "1l'ere tabulated l!!p t:akin;J the administrative salaries 
listed in the June 1971, audit reports am adding an additional 5% increase 
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per year for two years in order to carpensate for increased costs (Table 9) • 
AD«NISTRATIVE SAIARIES 
Dual District Structure 
TABLE 9 
Aden Grade Sdlool 
Beny Grade School 
Oak Grove Grade Scb:x>l 
Orchanlville Grade School 
Sims Grade School 
Wayne City Grade Sdlool 
Wayne City High School 
'roTAL AIM[NISTRATIVE SAIARIES FHN 1971 AUDIT REl?ORI'S 
Additional 5% for 1971 increase 
TCYrAL FOR 1971-72 SCXX>L YEAR 
Additional ii for 1972 increase 
'rol'AL FOR 1972-73 saDOL YEAR 
$1,400.00 
3,900.00 
9,225.00 
5,597.00 
2,975.13 
12,086.32 
22,705.11 
$57,889.56 
$ 2,894.48 
$60,784.04 
$ 3,039.20 
$63,823.24 
ca.paring the information in Tables 8 and 9, we find that there will 
be an increased administrative cost for salaries of awroximately $32,176.76. 
This is a good buy for the taxpayer considering the advantage of central 
administration. Plus, four principals who are teadling full time at the 
pr:esent will be given half tine for supervision. 
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Instructional Salaries 
One .imnediate cost of the new unit will cane when the teacher sal-
aries in the various schools are equalized. Regular teacher salaries plus 
extra duty pay should be equalized. 
In order to place all teachers on an equal pay basis, eve:r:yone nust 
be paid aocoming to the highest salary schedule of the sch:>ols involved 
in the unification. 
Table 10 illustrates the anomt paid all teachers in the dual system 
carpared to what they will be paid in the unit. The difference has been 
tabulated for each school and a grand total cooparison is listed at the 
bottan of the table. 
Teacher A 
Teacher B 
Teacher A 
Teacher B 
Teacher C 
TEACHER SALARY STUDY FOR 
Proposed Wayne City camunity Unit 
Salaries Sdleduled for 1972-73 
B.S. 
B.S. 
B.S. 
B.S. 
B.S. 
TABLE 10 
~. 
EXP. 
2 
2 
$ 7,000 $ 7,900 
7,000 7,900 
$14,000 
$15,800 
BERRY GRADE samL 
2 
0 
2 
$ 7,400 
7,000 
7,400 
$ 7,900 
7,500 
7,900 
DIFFERENCE 
IN SALARY 
+$ 900 
+ 900 
+$1,800 
+$ 500 
+ 500 
+ 500 
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TABIE 10 - Continued 
YRS. DUAL UNIT DIFFERENCE 
'I'EAOIER LEGREE EXP. SALARY SALARY IN SALARY 
Teacher D B.S. 3 $ 7,600 $ 8,100 +$ 500 
Teacher E M.S. 20 10,150 10,600 + 450 
mrAL OOAL SALARY $39,550 
TOI'AL wrr SALARY $42,000 
TOl'AL DIFFERF.NCE FOR BERRY +$2,450 
OAK GRJVE GRADE SOIOOL 
Teadler A B.S. 1 $ 7,050 $ 7,700 +$ 650 
Teacher B B.S. 1 7,050 7,700 + 650 
Teacher C B.S. 2 7,300 7,900 + 600 
Teacher D B.S. 19 8,650 9,100 + 450 
Teacher E B.S. 3 7,550 8,100 + 550 
TOI'AL 00.AL SALARY $ 37,600 
TOI'AL UNIT SALARY $40,500 
TOI'AL DIFFERENCE FOR OAK GIOVE +$2,900 
ORCHARINILIE GRADE SCIDOL 
Teacher A B.S. 10 $ 8,400 $ 9,100 +$ 700 
Teacher B B.S. 27 9,000 9,100 + 100 
Teacher C B.S. 3 7,300 8,100 + 700 
Teadler D B.S. 0 6,800 7,500 + 700 
Teacher E B.S. 10 8,400 9,100 + 700 
'rorAL WAL SALARY $ 39,900 
T01'AL WIT SALARY $42,900 
'rorAL DIFFERENCE FOR OIOIARDVILt.E +$3,000 
SIMS GRADE SOIOOL 
Teacher A B.S. 1 $ 6,800 $ 7,700 +$ 900 
Teacher B B.S. 2 6,800 7,900 + i:uoo 
Teadler C B.S. 0 6,800 7,500 + 700 
Teacher D B.S. 1 6,800 7,700 + 900 
Teacher E B.S. 16 7,200 9,100 + 1,900 
'rorAL DUAL SALARY $ 34,400 
'rorAL UNIT SALARY $ 39,900 
T01'AL DIFFERENCE FOR SIMS +$5,500 
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TABIE 10 - Continued 
YRS. DUAL UNIT DIFFERENCE 
IE;REE EXP. SALARY SAtARY IN SALARY 
WAYNE CITY GRACE SClIOOL 
Teacher A B.S. 27 $ 9,000 $ 9,100 +$ 100 
Teacher B B.S. 10 9,000 9,100 + 100 
Teacher C B.S. 14 9,000 9,100 + 100 
Teacher D B.S. 30 9,000 9,100 + 100 
Teacher E B.S. 6 8,600 8,700 + 100 
Teacher F B.S. 5 8,400 8,500 + 100 
Teacher G B.S. 5 8,400 8,500 + 100 
Teacher H B.S. 3 8,000 8,100 + 100 
Teacher I B.S. 3 8,000 8,100 + 100 
Teacher J B.S. 2 7,800 7,900 + 100 
Teacher K N.D. 14 7,600 7,700 + 100 
'rol'AL DUAL SALARY $92,800 
'IUl'AL WIT SALARY $93,900 
'IUl'AL DIFFERENCE FOR WAYNE CITY GRADE +$1,llOO 
WAYNE CITY HIGH SCHX>L 
Teacher A M.S. 21 $11,500 $11,500 
Teacher B B.S. 2 9,500 9,500 
Teaaher C B.S.+8 29 9,425 9,425 
Teacher D B.S. 15 9,100 9,100 
Teacher E B.S. 12 9,100 9,100 
Teacher F B.S. 19 9,100 9,100 
Teacher G* B.S.+16 14 9,850 9,850 
Teacher H* B.S.+8 13 9,725 9,725 
Teacher I* B.S. 5 9,000 9,000 
Teacher J* B.S. 7 9,400 9,400 
Teacher K M.S.Z 1 8,200 8,200 
Teacher L B.S. 0 4,286 4,286 
Teadler M* B.S. 3 8,600 8,600 
Teacher N B.S. 3 8,100 8,100 
Teacher o B.S. 28 9,100 9,100 
Teacher P B.S.+8 19 9,100 9,100 
Teacher Q~ B.A.+16 12 9,850 9,850 
"Teachers IIPid $500 for extra class 
'rol'AL DUAL SALARY $152,936 
'rol'AL tNIT SAIARY $152,936 
'rol'AL DIFFERENCE FOR WAYNE CITY HIGH saroL 
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TABLE 10 - COntinued 
TOTAL 'l'E1\CHER SALARIES FOR THE UNIT 
'roTAL TE1lCHER SALARIES FOR THE OOAL 
ADDITIOOAL COST FOR TE1CHER SAIARIFS 
IN THE WIT 
$427,936 
411,186 
$17,750 
Table 11 iilustrates the eguilization of extra duty pay. Each school 
has been tabulated separately am a gram total carparison is listed at the 
bottan of the table. The info.z:mation on tables 10 and ll reveal an additional 
a>st for instructional salaries (including extra duty pay) of $17,600. 
EXTRA JXJTIF.S FOR T.EACHERS 
Proposed Wayne City a:mnunity Unit 
AIEN GRADE saroL 
Teacher A (ooaching) 
BERRY GRAZE SCHOOL 
TABLE 11 
Teacher A (ooaching - basketball, 
softball, track, am volleyball) 
'1IIDAL ExrRA ~ JXJTIF.S 
TOTAL DIFFER.m'1CE 
OAK GllJVE GRADE SOIX>L 
Teacher A (ooaching - basketball, 
softball, track, am volleyball) 
Teacher B (coaching - girls volley-
ball) 
TOTAL IZl'RA TE10JER JXJTIF.S 
TOTAL DIFFEREKE 
OOAL UNIT DIFFERENCE 
(disoon-
$ 200 tinued) -$400 
$ 600 $1,100 +$400 
$ 600 $1,100 
+$400 
$ 600 $1,000 +$400 
50 - 50 
$ 650 $1,000 
+$350 
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TABLE 11 - continued 
DUAL UNIT Dll'P'ERENCE 
OIOIAIDVILLE GRAIE SOIOOL 
Teadler A (coaching - basketball, 
softball, track, and volleyball) $ 700 $1,000 +$300 
'lOl'AL EXTRA TEAOIER DUrIES $ 700 $1,000 
'lOl'AL DIFFERENCE +$300 
SIMS GRADE SCEroL 
Teacher A (coaching) $ 500 $ 500 
Teacher B (coaching) 500 500 
'lOl'AL EXTRA ~ IXJ!'IES $1,000 $1,000 
TOTAL DIFFERENCE 
WAYNE CITY GRAIE SCEDOL 
Teacher A (coaching) $ 600 • 600 Teacher B (coaching) 600 600 
TOTAL EXTRA TEACHER IXJ!'IFS $1,200 $1,200 
TOTAL DIFFERENCE 
WAYNE CITY HIGH saroL 
Teacher A (coaching - Varsity basket-
ball and baseball) $1,750 $1,750 
Teacher B (coaching - rreshnan 
basketball) 400 400 
Teacher C (coaching Jr. Varsity 
basketball and track) 750 750 
Teacher D (Beta Club) 150 150 
Teacher E (F. F .A. ) 250 250 
Teacher F (Yearbook am Newspaper) 500 500 
Teacher G (G.A.A. and Pep Club) 250 250 
Teacher H (F.H.A.) 250 250 
Class Sponsorship (all teachers rotate) 380 380 
Basketball Games (tickets and Bus) 100 100 
TOTAL EXTRA 'mACHER IXJ!'IES $4,780 $4,780 
'1.Ul'AL DIFFERENCE 
'1.Ul'AL <X>ST OF EXTRA IXJ!'IES IN UNIT $9,980.00 
Tm'AL a:6'1' OF EXTRA IXJ!'IES IN DUAL 9,130.00 
'l'Ol'AL ADDITIOOAL <DST FOR EXTRA 
'lElOIER Dl7l'IES IN THE UNIT $ 850.00 
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conclusion 
The aaninistrative and instructional salaries will increase expend-
itures by approxima:tely $49,700. However, this sum, while it provides 
great advantage to the children of the district, will be vastly off-set 
by additional state aid received under the unit structure. The increase 
in state aid is presented in a later chapter. 
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rnAPTER VI 
REVENUE INFOR-!ATICN 
Debt Retirenent 
The major debt of the proposed district will be the retirenent of 
bonds issued for buildings r'Dil in existence. H0\1eVer, bonds for $18,000 
have been sold for working cash. f.t:>st of the district's building bonds 
will be :retired within the next three years. Beny school has made their 
final building paynent in June, 1972. The newest building in the proposed 
district will be paid for in June, 1981. 
Table 12 illustrates the individual debt :cetiremant schedules for 
the districts being oonsidered. Table 13 is a oonsolidation of bonds and 
interest of all the schools. It is designed to illustrate the total arrount 
to be paid armually for bonds and interest by the proposed district. The 
total of balds and interest payable for the new district is indicated at 
the bottan of Table 13. 
DEBT RETIREMENI' SOIEDULE 
Prqx:,sed Wayne City camunity Unit 
Debts outstanding, July 1, 1972 
TABIE 12 
ADEN GRADE SOIX>L 
Bom and Interest Payable 
Building (Issue, 7/1/55) 
Due Year Ended Building Interest 4% 
6/30/73 
6/30/74 
TOI'AL 
$ 360.00 
200.00 
$ 560.00 
Principle 
$4,000.00 
5,000.00 
$ 9,000.00 
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TABLE 12 - Continued 
Working cash (Issue, 8/1/68) 
Due Year Ended Interest, 5~% 
$ 412.50 
357.50 
165.00 
6/30/73 
6/30/74 
1/30/75 (retirenent) 
TOl'AL $ 935.00 
Working cash (Issue, 4/1/71) 
Due Year Ended Interest, 7% 
$1,575.00 
700.00 
700.00 
525.00 
175.00 
6/30/73 
6/30/74 
6/30/75 
&/30/76 
6/30/77 (reti:remant) 
T(JI'AL $ 3,675.00 
T(JI'AL INTEREST FOR ALL BClIDS 'ro RETIRfl1ENT 
T(JI'AL PRINCIPIE FOR ALL BCNDS 'IQ RETIREM!Nl' 
BERRY~L 
No debts outstanding 
OAK GIOVE GRADE SOIOOL 
$ 5,170.00 
$27,000.00 
~ AND lN'IBRFSI' PAYABLE (Issue 11/1/54) 
Due Year Ended 
6/30/73 
6/30/74 (retirenent) 
TOl'AL 
Interest, 3% 
$ 240.00 
120.00 
$ 360.00 
Principle 
$1,000.00 
1,000.00 
6,000.00 
$ 8,000.00 
Principle 
0 
0 
0 
$ 5,000.00 
5,000.00 
$10,000.00 
Principle 
$ 4,000.00 
4,000.00 
$ 8,000.00 
Due Year Ended 
6/30/73 
6/30/74 
TOl'AL 
Due Year Ended 
6/30/73 
6/30/74 
6/30/75 (retiratent) 
'lUI'AL 
Due Year Ended 
6/30/73 
6/30/74 
6/30/75 
6/30/76 
6/30/77 
6/30/78 (retirenent) 
TOl'AL 
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TABLE 12 - Continued 
OIOIARDVILLE GRADE SOICX)L 
Interest, 4% 
$ 260.00 
80.00 
$ 340.00 
SIMS GRADE SOIOOL 
Bonds and Interest Payable 
Interest, 3 3/4% 
$ 200.00 
120.00 
40.00 
$ 360.00 
Interest, 4% 
$ 300.00 
250.00 
200.00 
150.00 
100.00 
50.00 
$1,050.00 
TOl'AL IN'IEREST PAYAB.IE $1,410.00 
TOl'AL PRINCIPI.E PAYABLE $12,000.00 
WAYNE CITY GRADE SOIOOL 
Bonds and Interest Payable (Issue, 4/1/63) 
Due Year Ended 
6/30/73 
6/30/74 
Interest, 3 3/4% 
$ 2,831.25 
2,606.25 
Principle 
$ 5,000 .. 00 
4,000.00 
$ 9,000.00 
Principle 
$ 2,000.00 
2,000.00 
2,000.00 
$ 6,000.00 
Principle 
$1,000.00 
1,000.00 
1,000.00 
1,000.00 
1,000.00 
1,000.00 
$ 6,000.00 
Principle 
$ 3,000.00 
9,000.00 
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TABIE 12 - continued 
WAYNE CITY GRAIE SCiroL, ~mtJED 
Due Year Ended Interest, 3 3/4% 
6/30/75 $ 2,268.75 
6/30/76 1,931.25 
6/30/77 1,383.75 
6/30/78 1,256.25 
6/30/79 918.75 
6/30/80 562.50 
6/30/81 (retirement) 187.50 
'rol'AL 
DueYYear Ended 
$14,156.25 
WAYNE CITY HIGH SCiroL 
Bands and Interest Payable 
Interest, 3% 
6/30/73 (:retirenent) $ 400.00 
CXNSOLIDATED IEBT RETIREMN'l' SCHEOOLE 
O:lrbined Bonds and Interest Payable 
for Proposed Wayne City cam.mity Unit District 
nie Year Ended 
6/30/!l 
6/30/74 
TABLE 13 
Scheol 
Men Grade 
oak Grove Grade 
Orchardville Grade 
Sims Grade 
Wayne City Grade 
Wayne City High 
TCYI'AL 
Men Grade 
oak Grove Grade 
Orchardville Grade 
Sims Grade 
Wayne City Grade 
Interest 
$2,347.50 
240.00 
260.00 
500.00 
2,831.25 
300.00 
$ 6,478.75 
$1,257.50 
120.00 
80.00 
370.00 
2,606.25 
PrinciEle 
$9,000.00 
9,000.00 
9,000.00 
9,000.00 
9,000.00 
10,000.00 
10,000.00 
$77,000.00 
PrinciEle 
$20,000.00 
Princi12le 
$ 5,000.00 
4,000.00 
5,000.00 
3,000.00 
3,900.00 
20,000.00 
$40,000.00 
$ 6,000.00 
4,000.00 
4,000.00 
3,000.00 
9,000.00 
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TABLE 13 - Continued 
Due Year Ended School Interest Princi12le 
6/30/75 Men Grade $ 865.00 $ 6,000.00 
Sims Grade 240.00 3,000.00 
Wayne City Grade 2,268.75 9,000.00 
'IDI'AL $ 3,373.75 $18,000.00 
6/30/76 Men Grade $ 525.00 $ 5,000.00 
Sims Grade 150.00 1,000.00 
Wayne City Grade 1,931.25 9,000.00 
'IDI'AL $2,606.25 $15,000.00 
6/30/77 Men Grade $ 175"100 $ 5,000.00 
Sims Grade 100.00 1,000.00 
Wayne City Grade 1,593.75 9,000.00 
'IDI'AL $1,868.75 $15,000.00 
6/30/78 Sims Grade $ 50.00 $ 1,000.00 
Wayne City Grade 1,256.25 9,000.00 
TOTAL $1,306.25 $10,000.00 
6/30/79 Wayne city Grade $ 918.75 $ 9,000.00 
6/30/80 Wayne City Grade $ 526.50 $10,000.00 
6/30/81 Wayne City Grade $ 187.50 $10,000.00 
'lUl'AL OF ~ AND 
INTEREST PAYABLE FOR 
ALL SCllX>LS IN Pro-
POSED UNIT $21,736.25 $153,000.00 
State Aid Advantage 
One of the major advantages of the unit o:r:ganization of schotbls in 
Illinois is the increase in state aid. This chapter deals with the anount 
of additional funds which will cctte fran state aid if the prC>EX)sed unit is 
adopted. 
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Figure 1 illustrates state aid infonnation that was secured from 
the State SUperintendent' s offices. This figure is based on infonnation 
£:ran the 1971-72 state aid claims. HcMever, the total estimates sh:>uld 
be closely representative of the 1972-73 state aid. It is inp;>rtant to 
oote here that the dual district state aid for 1972-73 will be higher be-
cause of the change in the state aid fonrula, which lowers the qualifying 
rate for dual districts with 100re than 100 students to • 84. The approxi-
mate state aid advantage for 1972-73 is indicated at the bottan of Bigure 1. 
The change in the state aid foDlllla and the increased assessed 
valuation in Wayne COUnty will bring about consequences that are inp,rtant 
when CX>J1Sidering the 1973-74 state aid. In o:tder to make a projection of 
the state aid, a representative set of figures had to be obtained which 
could be applied to the new state aid foJlilll.a. Figure 2 presents the infor-
mation that was used in the calculation of the 1973-74 state aid projection. 
The 1972 assessed valuations were obtained fran the Wayne County Clerk's 
office. '!he average daily attendance and weighted average daily attendance 
were obtained ftrst fran the 1970-71 state aid claims. If any school had 
a large change in enrollnent, the percentage of change was calculated and 
applied to the 1970-71 figure before it was added to Figure 2. 
The infonnation in Figure 2 was used in Figure 3. This figure illus-
trates the calculation of state aid for 1973-74 with the new state aid for-
nula and new assessed valuation. The state aid was figured for each school 
and then as a unit. The state aid advantage of the unit is indicated. at 
the bottan of the figure. 
- s, -
STATE AID ADVNfrAGF. 
Proposed Wayne City Caml.lnity Unit 
FIGURE 1 
ASSESSED ADA WADA 
SOIOOL DISTRICT VALUATION 1970-71 1970-71 
*Aden Grade #105 $ 849,860 21.10 21.10 
Ben::y Grade #15 3,923,696 89.01 89.01 
oak Grove Grade #21 1,911,905 74.35 74.35 
Orchardville Grade #13 2,029,033 110.39 110.39 
Sims Grade #5 920,286 80.70 80.70 
Wayne City Grade #22 4,338,695 243.11 243.11 
Wayne City High #226 13,762,280 222.54 278.17 
TOrAIS 814.20 896.83 
Unit Carputation 
Guarantee (WADA X $520) $466,351.60 
Qualifing Anotmt (A.V. 13,762,280.00 x .0108) 148,632.62 
Special F.qual.ization $317,718.98 
Total Claim (317,718.09 X 112%) $355,845.26 
State Aid Mvantage of Unit 
State Aid for Unit 
State Aid for Dual 
State Aid Mvantage of Unit 
$355,845.26 
256,338.40 
$ 99,506~86 
1971-72 
CLAIM 
$ 3,724.96 
12,288.57 
24,029.44 
44,520.24 
37,723.20 
99,311.02 
34,740.97 
256,338.40 
*Since part of Aden School will not be included in the new unit, only ~ of 
the A. V., ~ ADA, and ~ of the state aid claim were presented. 
SCKX>L DISTRICT 
Aden Grade* 
Berry Grade 
oak Grove Grade* 
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PIQJECTED 1973-74 STATE AID CLAIM:, 
C,arparison Study 
Proposed Wayne City Coom.mity Unit 
FIGURE 2 
1972 ASSESSED 
CCDt VAWATIOO 
105 $1,492,676.00 
15 4,466,293.00 
21 2,136,205.00 
0.rchardville Grade 13 2,534,259.00 
Sims Grade 5 1,036,183.00 
Wayne City Grade* 22 4,900,215.00 
Wayne City High 226 15,898,800.00 
TC1l'AL GRAIE saIOOI.S WADA 645.06 
High School WADA 278.17 
Unit WADA 923.23 
Unit Assessed Valuation $15,898,800.00 
ADA WADA 
1970-71 1970-71 
21.10 21.10 
89.01 89.01 
88.59 88.59 
110.39 110.39 
80.70 80.70 
255.27 255.27 
222.74 278.17 
*Since approximately 75% of .Men Grade territoxy is included in the new unit, 
75% of the assessed valuation was used. About half of the Aden students are 
included, so 50% of the ADA and WADA was used. 
*Oak Grove Grade and Wayne City Grade experiencm an increase in enrollnent 
over the 1970-71 figures. 'Illa percent of increase was applied to the ADA 
and WADA. 
Line 40. 
Line 41. 
Line 42. 
Line 43. 
Line 44. 
Line 45. 
Line 46. 
Line 47. 
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STA'IE CXM>Ul'ATION 
Carparison of Dual and Unit 
Proposed Wayne City Catmunity Unit 
1973-74 
FIGURE 3 
ADEN BERRY 
GRADE #105 GRADE #15 
Guarantee (1971-1972 
WADA X $520) $10,972.00 $46,285.20 
Qualifying anount 
(1970 Assessed 
Valuation nultiplied 
by 1.08% for untt dis-
tricts, .84% for dual 
districts with 100 or 
nm;e WADA, and • 90% 
for dual districts with 
less than 100 WADA) 13,434.08 40,196.64 
Special F.quilization 
(Line 40 mi.nus Line 
41) -2,462.08 6,088.56 
Altemate nethod of 
carputation (see 
foll~ exanples) 
xa 
70 AV/71-72 WADA 1,582.98 9,033.80 
Flat Grant (WADA 
X $48). 1,012.80 4,272.48 
Greatest of Lines 
42, 43, or 44 1,582.98 9,033.80 
Line 45 X 119% 1,883.75 10,750.22 
Density Bonus (if 
applicable) (.04, 
.08, .12, or .16 
X WADA X $520) 
OAK GIOVE 
GRADE #21 
$46,066.80 
19,225.85 
26,840.95 
18,326.40 
4,252.32 
26,840.95 
31,940.73 
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FIGURE 3 - Continued 
ADEN BERRY OAK GIOVE 
GRADE #105 GRADE #15 GRADE #21 
Line 48. Total Claim (Line 46 
plus Line 47) $1,883.75 $10,750.22 $31,940.73 
Line 49. Mjustnent (See 
carm:mtsrrelated to 
H.B. 4330) 
Line so. Net State Aid Claim 
1972-1973 (Line 48 
+ or - Line 49) 1,883.75 10,750.22 31,940.73 
OlO!ARDVILIE SIMS WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY UNIT 
GRADE il3 GRADE #5 GRADE #22 HIGH #226 DISTRICT 
Line 40 $57,402.80 $41,964.00 $132,740.40 $144,648.40 $480,079.60 
Line 41 21,287.78 9,325.65 41,161.81 133,549.92 171,707.04 
Line 42 36,115.02 32,638.35 91,578.59 11,098.48 308,372.56 
Line 43 26,578.80 41,970.40 76,780.80 29,56.5.63 237,876.00 
Line 44 5,298.72 3,873.60 12,252.96 13,352.16 44,315.04 
Line 45 36,115.02 32,638.35 91,578.59 29,565.63 308,372.56 
Line 46 42,9rJ6.87 38,839.64 108,978.52 35,183,10 366,963.35 
Line 47 
Line 48 38,839.64 38,839.64 108,978.52 35,183.10 366,963.35 
Line 49 
Line 50 42,976.87 38,839.64 108,978.52 35,183.10 366,963.35 
F.STIMATED STA'.lE AID~ (1972-73) 
Total State Aid for unit Structure $366,963.35 
Total State Aid for Dual Structure 270,552.83 
Estimated State Aid Advantage (1972-73) $ 96,410.52 
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F.evenue Fran local Taxes 
The change in the tax rates due to the unit organization brings about 
a dlange in the anuunt of reveene received fran local taxes. Since the total 
tax rate for the unit is less, the revenue received is also less. 
The infonnation in Table 14 illustrates the difference in that revenue. 
The figures in Table 14 are based on the assessed valuations and tax rates in 
Table 6 of Chapter ra. The tax rates were multiplied tines ahe assessed eval-
uation to detexmine the gross revenue. Then the revenue was multiplied by 4% 
to cx:mpensate for the collection fee by the COW1ty government. That 4% was 
then subtracted fran the gross revenue to detexmine the approximate anoun.t of 
extension. 
This process was used for each fund of each sclxx:>l. The total revenue 
for the dual and total revenue for the unit were calculated and the difference 
was then detennined. The unit district will cost the local taxpayers approx-
imately $38,732.85 less for 1972-73. 
FUNDS 
F.ducation 
Building 
Bond and 
Interest 
Transportation 
m1PARISON S'IUDY 
Revenue fran local Taxes 
Prop:,sed Wayne City Unit 
TABLE 14 
ADEN GRADE BERRY GRADE 
$17,577.75 $39,466.30 
4,776.57 8,258.00 
7,164.84 -o-
2,388.28 5,145.17 
OAK GrovE ORCHARDVILIE 
GRADE GRADE 
$22,763.40 $26,761.78 
7,690.34 6,082.22 
5,188.42 6,419.28 
3,076.14 3,162.76 
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OAK GROVE OOCHARDVILLE 
FUmS MEN GRADE BERRY GRADE GRADE GRADE 
Mlmicipal 
Retirenent $ 859.79 -o- $ 2,315.30 $1,255.37 
Working Cash 955.32 -o- 1,068.10 1,216.45 
'lUrALS $33,722.55 $52,869.47 $42,101.70 $44,897.86 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY PH>POSED 
FtNDS Sn-5 GRADE GRADE ;J·.JIIGH TOl'AL OOAL UNIT 
llducation $ 9,151.56 $43,278.70 $163,312.47 $322,311.96 $305,256.96 
Building 2,486.84 11,708.77 38,157.12 79,159.86 76,314.24 
Bond and 
Interest 4,785.68 13,566.94 26,099.20 63,224.36 63,224.36 
Transpor-
tation 933.06 5,645.05 18,315.42 38,665.88 18,315.42 
Mlmicipal 
Retirenent 933.06 1,463.01 3,586.77 10,413.30 ll ,931.53 
Working Cash 497.37 -o- 7,631.42 11,368.66 11,368.66 
'lUrALS $18,787.57 $75,662.47 $257,102.40 $525,144.02 $486,411.17 
IDCAL TAX REVENUE FOR OOAL $525,144.02 
IDCAL TAX REVENUE FOR UNrr 486,411.17 
AK>tNT LESS OF IDCAL REVENUE FOR UNIT $ 38,732.85 
consolidation of Revenue and Expenditures 
The CX>IlSOlidation of revenue and expenditures, including all the schools 
of the pzoposed Wayne City camunity Unit, gives a nore concise picture of the 
financial standing of the proposed unit. The totals tabulated in Exhibits A 
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through F can be use1 as a basis in planning a budget for the new district. 
To detennine all the revenues and expenditures in all the funds of all 
the sdlools, the latest available audit report was utilize1. All the line 
items used by the various schools were incorporated into one budgeted fonn 
list of revenue and expenditures. 
REVENUE: 
401.11 1970 
Taxes 
CCNSOLID.Z\.TIOO OF RE.VENUE AND EXPENDITURES 
for Schools Include1 in the Proposed 
Wayne City carmunity Unit District 
F.ducation Fund 
Year Ended June 30, 1971 
EXHIBIT A 
BERRY OAK GOOVE 
ADEN GRADE GRADE GRAIE 
$ 7,752.44 $ 36,182.43 $19,965.99 
Goverrment Divisions: 
402.11 General 
State Aid $ 4,640.53 $10,220.09 $ 26,081.62 
402.4 Driver F.ducation 
402.6 Vocational 
F.ducation 
402.861 Public Law 
89-10 
Title I 5,270.00 4,981.30 
Total 
Goverrment 
Aid $ 9,910.53 $ 15,201.39 $ 26,081.62 
404 Interest 
on Invest-
m:mts 
405.1 Sale of 
F.quipnent $48.00 
ORCHARDVILI.E 
GRADE 
$21,958.76 
$44,469.64 
12,593.96 
$ 57,063.60 
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EXHIBrr A - Continued 
BERRY OAK GOOVE ORCHARDVILLE 
ADEN GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE 
Tuition: 
406.1 Tuition 
Iegul.ar $ 1,675.00 
409.0 Other 
Revenue $ 145.04 
Student and carm.mity Services: 
Athletic Program: 
413.1 Admissions $ 225.50 $ 158.60 $ 98.55 $ 610.12 
413.9 Other Revenue 
Total $ 225.50 $ 158.60 $ 98.55 $ 610.12 
Textbooks - Regular Program~ 
414.3 Rental of 
Textbooks 
419.9 Other $ 353.40 $ 1,070.19 
'Ibtal Textbooks $ 353.40 $ 1,070.19 
Lunch Program: 
415.41 Student 
Payments $ 2,300.00 $ 3,509.73 $ 3,124.91 $ 3,935.27 
415.42 Adult 
Paynents 76.44 177.95 177.30 238.30 
415.6 State 
Rei.rrburserent 36.15 632.70 608.40 
415.71 School Lunch 
Rei.rooursement 500.00 705.60 1,844.35 1,997.55 
415.72 Special Mille 
Reimburserent 153.76 246.56 818.48 409.48 
'Ibtal Lunch 
Program $ 3,030.20 $ 5,675.99 $ 6,597.74 $ 7,189.00 
'Ibtal Student 
and Coom.mity 
Services $ 3,225.70 $ 6,187.99 $ 6,696.29 $ 8,869.31 
Pennanent Trans-
fer fran ~rking 
Cash $11,544.74 
TOTAL 
REVENUE $32,463.41 $ 59,294.81 $ 52,743.90 $ 88,036.71 
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EXHIBIT A - continued 
BERRY OAK GOOVE OIO-JARDVILI.E 
ADEN GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE 
EXPENDITURF.S: 
Administration: 
501.1 Salaries $ 1,253.80 $ 4,060.00 $ 9,225.00 $ 4,701.11 
501.2 Contractual 
Services 435.30 355.00 321.00 617.25 
501.3 SUpplies 87.93 82.51 68.40 217.83 
501.7 Travel 57.21 
501.9 Other 343.20 44.10 184.40 4.61 
Total $ 2,120.23 $ 4,54I.l>I $ 1/798.80 $ 5,597.90 
Instruction: 
502.11 Salaries, 
Principals 
502.13 Salaries, 
Elarentazy 
Teachers $ 23,408.34 $ 34,770.95 $ 20,487.44 $ 36,961.15 
502.14 Salaries, 
Secondary 
Teachers 
502.15 Salaries, 
Teacher 
Aides 1,008.00 
502.18 Salaries, 
Secretaries 
and Clerks 1,078.48 
502.19 Salaries, 
Other 971.80 5,398.67 
502.2 Contractual 
Services 60.00 
502.31 Textbooks 170.24 132.88 841.28 1,620.63 
502.32 Library and 
Audio Vmsual 
Supplies 8.95 631.33 407.57 785.34 
502.39 Other 
Supplies 733.97 1,781.29 544.78 969.08 
502.7 Travel 49.08 
502.81 Tuition Paid 
Regular 1,250.65 527.01 
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EXHmrr A - Continued 
BERKY OAK GOOVE ORCHARDVILIE 
ADEN GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE 
Instruction, Cont: 
502.82 Tuition Paid 
Joint .Agree-
Ments 209.30 
502.9 other 15.00 35.00 309.53 
Total $ 25,632.15 $ 39,838.26 $ ll,394.55 $ 46,302.78 
Health: 
504.2 Contractual 
Services $ 27.00 $ 36.00 $ 41.00 
504.3 SUpplies 6.75 
504.9 other $ 5.00 
Total $ 5.00 $ 33.75 $ 36.00 $ 41.00 
Operation: 
506.1 Salaries $ 50.00 $ 3,576.00 
506.2 Contractual 
Services 68.62 483.05 
506.3 Supplies $ 293.42 1,473.64 
506.4 Heating 703.82 599.50 
506.5 utilities 33.19 634.78 1,075.80 
506.7 Travel 
506.9 other 3.30 
Total $ 15I.8I $ 1,641.02 -o- $ 7,211.29 
Maintenance: 
507.2 Contractual 
Services $ 22.00 $ 1,244.72 
507.3 SUpplies 21.03 1,045.98 
507.9 Other 88.70 
Total -o- $ 43.03 -o- $ 2,379.40 
Filred Charges: 
508.41 Paynents to 
Teacher Retire-
nent System $ 292.50 
508.42 Errployers Share 
of Municipal 
Ietirerent 
System $ 41.63 $ 937.70 
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EXHIBIT A - Continued 
BERRY OAK GroVE ORCHARDVILLE 
ADEN GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE 
Fixed Charges, Cont: 
508.5 Insurance $ 213.00 $ 414.00 $ 325.00 $ 535.00 
508.81 Interest on 
Anticipation 
Warrants 343.00 
508.9 Other Fixed 
ChaJ:ges 
Total $ 2!>4.E>~ $ I,~SL '7o $ S~2.0o $ 1,170.50 
509.0 Other 
Expenditures 
(Retum of 
Title I Funds) $ 201.77 
Student and camunity Services: 
Athletic Program: 
513.1 Salaries $ 196.14 
513.2 caitractual 
Services $ 150.00 $ 130.50 $ 200.00 
513.3 Materials and 
SUpplies 44.56 138.50 969.95 
513.7 Travel 
513.9 other 48.55 
Total $ I9i>.14 $ I94.S6 $ 2i>9.0H '" $ I,~UJ.Scj 
Text.books : 
514.3 Materials and 
SUpplies 
Lunch Program: 
515.1 Salaries $ 2,569.60 $ 2,835.00 $ 3,019.50 $ 3,351.50 
515.2 Contractual 
Services 85.74' 
515.31 Food 2,418.07 4,402.32 4,812.99 5,780.81 
515.39 other 
Supplies 544.85 66.97 
515.9 Other 35.50 168.91 
Totals $ 4,987.i>7 $ 7,792.!7 $ 8,0201'70 $ 9,301.22 
Other Student and 
COOnn.mity services: 
519.2 Contractual 
services 
519.3 Materials and 
Supplies 
519.9 Other 
Total 
Total 
Student and 
Ccmnunity 
Services 
capital outlay: 
563.0 Additional 
Equiµoont 
564.0 Replacatent 
F.quiprent 
Totals 
'IUI'AL 
EXPENDI-
TURES 
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) 
OF REVENUE OVER 
EXPENDITURES, 
EOOCATICN FUND 
REVENUE: 
401.11 1970 
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EXHIBIT A - Continued 
ADEN GRADE 
$ 
-Ii- $ 
BERRY 
GRADE 
OAK GroVE 
GRADE 
ORCHARDVILLE 
GRADE 
399.15 $ 
263.12 
48.00 
710.27 $ 
312.00 
$ 1,280.14 
312.00 $ 1,280.14 
$ 5,183.81 $ 8,697.00 $ 8,601.70 $11,799.86 
$ 
$ 120.00 
416.30 
61.50 
$ 1,265.85 
$ 120.00 $ 
-'------
$ 1,265.85 477.80 -o-
$33,467.63 $ 56,825.94 $42,156.05 $ 75,768.58 
$ (1,004.22) $ 2,468.87 $10,587.85 $12,268.12 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
SIMS GRADE GRADE HIGH 'IUI'AL 
Taxes $ 6,873.64 $ 35,678.00 $131.723.46 $260,134.72 
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EXHIBIT A - Continued 
WADE CITY WAYNE CITY 
SIMS GRADE GRADE HIGH 'IDTAL 
Governnent Division: 
402.11 General 
State Aid $29,140.11 $101,033.64 $ 20,213.25 $235,798.88 
402.4 Driver 
F.ducation 2,488.00 2,488.00 
402.6 Vocational 
F.ducation 14,074.00 14,074.00 
402.861 Public Law 
89-10, 
Title I 4,058.60 5,316.00 12,150.00 44,369.86 
Total 
G:>vemnent 
Aid $33,198.71 $106,349.64 $48,925.25 $296!730.74 
404 Interest 
on Invest-
llSlts $ 4,412.50 $ 4,412.50 
405.l Sale of 
F.quipnent $ 48.00 
Tuition: 
406.l Tuition, 
Regular $ 672.67 $ 2,347.67 
409.0 other 
Revenue $ 145.04 
Student and cammrlty Services: 
Athletic Program: 
413.1 ldnissions $ 60.61 $ 953.60 $ 1,583.24 $ 3,689.72 
413.9 other Revenue 185.91 185.91 
Total $ 60.61 $ 953.60 $ 1,769.15 $ 3,876.13 
Textbooks - Regular 
Program: 
414.3 Rental of 
Textbooks $ 250.25 $ 2,303.62 $ 2,553.87 
419.9 other 1,821.77 3,245.36 
Total $ 250.25 -0- $ 4,125.39 $ 5,799.23 
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EXHIBIT A - Continued 
WAYNE CITY :WA_YNE CITY 
SIMS GRADE GRAIE HIGH TCYI'AL 
Ltmch Program: 
415.41 Student 
Payments $ 3,075.88 $ 9,060.61 $ 26,006.40 
415.42 Mul.t 
Payrcents 299.95 609.35 1,579.29 
415.6 State 
Re.imbursemant 460.16 656.55 2,393.96 
415.71 School Lunch 
Reimbursanent 791.10 2,872.10 8,710.70 
415.72 Special Milk 
Re.imburse:rent 163.12 979.60 2,771.00 
Total $ 4,190.21 $14,178.21 
-o- $ 41,461.35 
Total Student 
and carmunity 
Services $ 5,101.07 $ 15,131.81 $ 5,894.54 $ 51,136.71 
Pennanent 
Transfer fran 
Working Cash $11,544.74 
TCYI'AL REVENUE $45,173.42 $162,244.62 $186,543.25 $626,500.12 
EXPENDI'IURES: 
Administration: 
501.1 Salaries $ 2,046.46 $11,000.04 $ 20,600.00 $ 52,886.30 
501.2 Contractual 
Services 350.00 757.02 1,414.70 4,250.27 
501.3 Supplies 138.15 161.91 681.66 1,438.39 
501. 7 Travel 3.50 60.71 
501.9 Other 440.52 167.35 5.25 1,189.43 
Total $ 2,975.!3 $12,086.32 $ 22,705.Il $ 59,825.10 
Instzuction: 
502.11 Salaries, 
Principals $ 1,600.00 $ 1,600.00 
502.13 Salaries, 
Elenentaxy 
Teachers $34,250.29 $ 83,589.81 
502.14 Salaries, 
Secondary 
Teachers 139,035.79 139,035.79 
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EXHIBIT A - Continued 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
SIMS GRADE GRADE HIGH 'IDrAL 
Instruction, Cont: 
502.15 Salaries, 
Teacher Aides 1,610.00 3,618.00 
502.18 Salaries, 
Secretaries 
and Clerks 1,078.48 
502.19 Salaries, 
Other 1,560.03 10,930.50 
502.2 Contractual 
Services 1,793.00 1,853.00 
502.31 Textbooks 1,106.43 3,871.46 
502.32 Library and 
Audio Visual 
SUpplies 1,580.62 1,405.82 2,134.35 6,953.98 
502.39 0th.er 
Supplies 572.00 2,952.46 6,242.70 13,796.28 
502.7 Travel 21. 75 455.61 526.44 
502.81 Tuition Paici 
Regular 1,356.01 977.84 4,111.51 
502.82 'Tuition Paid 
Joint h;Jree-
nent 787.14 2,587.38 3,583.82 
502.9 0th.er 26.25 701.48 1,087.26 
Total $ 37,780.67 $ 97,830.94 $153,735.15 $424,514.50 
Health: 
402.2 Contractual 
Services $ 70.50 $ 174.50 
501.3 SUpplies 6.75 
504.9 other $ 5.00 $ 12.50 50.00 
Total $ 5.00 $ 70.50 $ 12.50 $ 231.~5 
Operation: 
506.1 Salaries $ 3,577.00 $ 6,200.04 $13,403.04 
506.2 Contraetual 
Services 192.00 1,076.12 1,819.79 
506.3 Supplies 457.44 17.00 2,241.50 
506.4 Heating 514.49 1,668.01 3,477.82 
506.5 utilities 781.35 1,756.48 4,290.60 
506.7 Travel 164.39 164.39 
506.9 Other 3.30 
Total $ 5,522.28 $10,857.04 $ 17.00 $25,400.44 
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EXHIBIT A - Continued 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
SIMS G11ADE GRADE HIGH TOTAL 
Maintenance: 
507.2 Contractual 
Services $ 1,067.55 $ 1,065.77 $ 3,400.04 
507.3 SUpplies 158.75 65.87 17.59 1,309.22 
507.9 Other 90.00 178.70 
'Ibtal $ l,3!6.30 $ 65.87 $ I,083.36 $ 4,887.~6 
Fixed ChaJ:ges: 
508.41 Paynents to 
Teacher Fetire-
nent System $ 456.03 $ 191.97 $ 940.50 
508.42 Errployers Share 
of Municipal 
Fetirarent 
System $ 295.07 162.81 76.80 1,514.01 
508.5 Insurance 97.00 2100 757.00 2,343.00 
508.81 Interest on 
Anticipation 
Warrants 343.00 
508.9 other Fixed 
ChaJ:ges 880.00 880.00 
'Ibtal $ 392.0, $ 620.84 $ 1,905.7' $ 6,020.51 
509.0 other 
Expenditures 
(Retum of 
Title I 
Funds) $ 201.77 
Student and Ccmmmity 
services: 
Athletic Program: 
513.1 Salaries $ 56.24 $ 2,849.94 $ 3,102.32 
513.2 Contractual 
Services $ 265.00 723.00 1,468.50 
513.3 Materials and 
SUpplies 449.95 1,327.24 2,216.16 5,146.36 
513.7 Travel 126.36 126.36 
513.9 Other 18.75 1,382.74 1,450.04 
Total $ 506.19 $ I,6I0.99 $ 7,298.20 $ II,293.58 
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EXHIBIT A - Continued 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
SIMS GRADE GRADE HIGH TCYrAL 
Textbooks: 
514.3 Materials and 
Supplies $ 2,127.23 $ 2,127.23 
Llmch Program: 
515.1 Salaries $ 3,093.80 $ 4,260.00 $19,129.40 
515.2 Contractual 
Services 85.74 
515.31 Food 4,823.76 8,744.53 30,991.48 
515.39 Other 
Supplies 621.82 
515.9 Other 204.41 
Total $ 7,926.56 $13,004.53 -o- $ 51,032.85 
Other Student and 
camv.mity Services: 
519.2 Contractual 
Services $ 968.00 $ 1. 75 $ 1,680.90 
519.3 Materials and 
Supplies 817.53 1,080.65 
519.9 other 2,058.29 3,386.43 
Total 
-o- $ I,785.S3 $ 2,060.04 $ 6,!47.98 
Total Student 
and Camunity 
Service $ 8,432.75 $ 16,401.05 $11,485.47 $ 70,601.64 
Capital Outlay: 
563.0 Additional 
Equiprent $ 545.49 $ 1,798.45 $ 1,690.00 $ 5,716.09 
564.0 Replacemant 
Equiprent 81.91 1,182.60 1,915.39 3,361.40 
Totals $ 627.40 $ 2,981.05 $ 3,605.39 $ 9,077.49 
'IDI'AL 
EXPENDI-
TURES $ 57,079.10 $140,913.61 $194,549.75 $600,760.66 
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) 
OF REVENUE OVER 
EXPENDITURES, 
EDUCATICN Ft.ND $(11,905.68) $ 21,331.01 $ (8,006.50) $ 25,739.46 
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CCNSOLIDATICN OF REVENUE AND EXPENDrn.JRES 
for Schools Included in the Proposed 
Wayne City Camnmity Unit District 
Building Fund 
Year Ended June 30, 1971 
EXHIBIT B 
BERRY OAK GRJVE 
ADEN GRADE GRADE GRADE 
REVENUE: 
401.11 1970 Taxes $ 3,714.70 $ 8,315.59 $ 6,707.15 
401.13 Fire 
Prevention and 
Safety 
405.1 Sale of 
Equipnent 
419.3 Rentals 
419.9 other 
'IDTAL 
REVENUE $ 3,714.70 $ 8,315.59 $ 6,707.15 
EXPENDITURES: 
Operat.ion: 
506.1 Salaries $ 3,052.43 $ 4,580.80 $ 2,995.00 
506.2 Contractual 
Services 117.45 30.00 
506.3 Supplies 232.30 250.87 481. 75 
506.4 Heating 738.49 1,043.71 
506.5 Utilities 476.04 30.00 593.31 
Total $ 4,616.7! $ 4,861. ,1 $ 5,143.77 
Maintenance: 
507.2 Contractual 
Services $ 247.85 $ 142.00 $ 165.80 
507.3 SUpplies 191.69 
507.9 other 274.67 93.00 
Total $ 24'7.85 $ 416.67 $ 450.49 
Fixed <llarges: 
Mf).4 :ED:ployer's 
Share of 
Reti:rercent 
System $ 423.92 
ORCHARDVILLE 
GRADE 
$ 5,900.93 
903.85 
$ 5,804.78 
-o-
-o-
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EXHIBIT B - Continued 
ADEN GRADE 
Fixed Charges, Cont: 
508.5 Insurance $ 490.00 
508.6 Rentals 
508.81 Interest on 
Anticipation 
Warrant 
508.89 Other Interest 
508.9 Other Fixed 
eharges (Building 
Lease) 
Total $ 490.00 
capital outlay: 
561.0 Site 
Ac:x:Iuisitions 
and Improvenents 
562.0 New Buildings 
and Improve-
nents 
564.0 ReplaCEllent 
Jqu.ipnent 
Total -o-
'IUI'AL 
EXPEND!-
TURES $ 5,354.56 
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) 
OF REVmUE OVER 
EXPENDITURES, 
BUll..DING FUND $(1,639.86) 
SIM.S GRADE 
REVENUE: 
401.11 1970 Taxes $1,528.09 
BERRY 
GRADE 
$ 462.00 
$ 885.92 
$ 175.40 
$ !'75.40 
$ 6,339.76 
$1,975.83 
WAYNE CITY 
GRADE 
$ 8,504.82 
OAK GIOVE ORCHARDVILI.E 
GRADE GRADE 
$ 211.00 $ 148.00 
147.00 
3,000.00 
$ 211.00 $ 3,295.00 
$1,700.00 
$1,700.00 -o-
$ 7,505.26 $ 3,295.00 
$ (798.11) $ 2,509.78 
WAYNE CITY 
HIGH 'IUI'AL 
$30,221.63 $63,892.91 
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EXHIBIT B - Continued 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
SIMS GRADE GRADE HIGH 'IUI'AL 
REVENUE, a:Nl': 
401.13 Fire Pre-
vention and 
Safety $ 353.75 $ (211. 86) $ (431.14) $ 614.60 
405.1 Sale of 
F.quipnent 50.00 50.00 
419.3 Rentals 677.60 495.00 1,172.60 
419.9 Other 70.50 70.50 
'IOI'AL 
REVENUE $ 1,931.84 $ 8,970.56 $30,355.99 $65,800.61 
EXPllIDI'IURES: 
Operation: 
506.1 Salaries $ 8,400.00 $19,028.23 
506.2 Contractual 
Services 147.45 
506.3 SUpplies 2,244.04 3,209.06 
506.4 Heating 3,161.73 4,943.93 
506.5 Utilities 2,652.93 3,752.28 
Total -o- -o- $16,458.70 $31,080.95 
Maintenance: 
507.2 Contractual 
Services $1,137.42 $ 672.31 $ 2,187.15 $4,552.35 
507.3 SUpplies 165.36 350.15 1,616.05 2,323.25 
507.9 Other 367.67 
Total $1,302.60 $1,022.46 $ 3,§03.20 $ 7,243.27 
Fi:xed Charges: 
508.4 :&cplo,yer's 
Share of 
Retirercent 
System $ 242.69 $ 666.61 
508.5 Insurance $ 510.00 $1,554.00 2,910.00 6,174.00 
508.6 Rental 2,220.00 2,200.00 
508.61 Interest on 
Anticipation 
Warrant 147.00 
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EXHIBIT B - Continued 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
SIMS GRADE GRADE HIGH 
Fixed Charges, Cont: 
508.89 Other 
Interest 1,170.00 
508.9 other Fbced 
Charges (Building 
lease) 93.14 
Total $ 510.00 $1,443.00 $ 6,615.83 
Capital Outlay: 
561.0 Site Ac-
quisitions and 
Irnprovenents $ 413.55 
562.0 New Buicldings 
and Irnp:rovenents 1,239.15 
564.0 Replacenent 
F.quipnent 
Total -o- $ I,652.70 -o-
TOTAL 
EXPEND!-
'l'URF!, $1,812.60 $4,118.16 $26,877.73 
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) 
OF REVENUE OVER 
EXPENDI'IURES, 
BUIIDING FUND $ 119.24 $4,852.40 $ 3,478.26 
~SOLIDATICN OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES 
for Scoools Included in the Proposed 
Wayne City Ccmmmity Unit District 
Transportation Fund 
REVENUE: 
401.11 1970 Taxes 
Year Ended June 30, 1971 
EXHIBIT C 
ADEN GRADE 
$1,753.20 
BERRY 
GRADE 
$4,622.60 
OAK GIDVE 
GRADE 
$ 2,557.36 
'lOTAL 
1,170.00 
3,093.14 
$13,450.75 
$ 413.55 
2,939.15 
175.40 
$ 3,528.10 
$55,303.07 
$10,497.54 
ORCHARDVILLE 
GRADE 
$ 2,446.93 
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EXHIBrr c - Continued 
BERRY OAK GROVE ORCHARDVILm 
AIEN GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE 
REVENUE,~: 
402.21 State Trans-
portation Aid, 
Dagul.ar 
Students $1,592.99 $ 9,273.47 $ 6,402.18 $ 6,154.72 
402.22 state Trans-
portation Aid, 
Special 
F.ducation 1,275.84 87.09 1,114.83 
419.2 Fees 9.78 
'IOl'AL 
REVENUE $4,622.03 $13,992.94 $ 8,959.54 $ 9,716.48 
EXPllIDITURES: 
Health: $ 6.00 
Operation: 
506.1 Salaries $1,379.32 $ 5,176.50 $4,897.50 $6,466.33 
506.2 Contractual 
Services 2,088.00 S 1,048.79 10.00 
506.3 S\g>lies 853.53 1,138.74 2,097.85 
506.9 other 1,580.00 5.00 20.50 
Total $ 3,8!2.85 $ n,4og.:lil $5,966.79 $ 8,414.!8 
Maintenance: 
507.2 Contractual 
Sezvices $ 169.36 $ 806.33 $ 463.84 $ 393.06 
507.3 Supplies 385.00 397.37 
Totll $ !69.36 $ 1,191.33 $ 861.2I $ 393.06 
Fixed Charges: 
508.4 Employer IS 
Share of 
Retirenent 
System $ 255.85 
508.5 Insurance $ 77.65 207.20 $ 396.64 $ 301.20 
508.9 Other 
(Interest on 
Bus loan) 225.01 376.01 
Total $ 302.66 $ 463.05 $ 396.64 $ 677.21 
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EXHIBIT C - Continued 
BERRY OAK GOOVE ORCHARDVILLE 
ADEN GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE 
capital outlay: 
563.0 Additional 
F.quipnent $ 3,306.70 
564.0 Replacenent 
F.quipnent $ 6,618.85 
'lbtal $3,306.70 -o- $ 6,618.85 -o-
'IUI'AL 
EXPEND!-
TURES $ 7,597.57 $10,062.62 $13,843.49 $ 9,544.45 
EXCESS (IEFICIENCY) 
OF m..vmuE OVER 
EXPENDI'IURES, 
TRANBPORrATICN FUND $(2,975.54) $ 3,930.32 $(4,883.95) $ 172.03 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
SIMS GRADE GRADE HIGH 'IUI'AL 
REV»ruE: 
401.11 1970 Taxes $ 805.46 $ 3,134.05 $14,810.01 $30,129.61 
402.21 State Trans-
portation Aid:~ 
Regular 
Students 963.25 6,148.43 18,702.02 49,237.06 
402.22 State Trans-
portation Aid, 
Special 
F.ducation 2,451.04 823.79 2,640.00 8,392.59 
419.2 Fees 35.97 92.75 138.50 
'!Ul'AL 
REVENUE $ 4,255.72 $10,106.27 $36,244.78 $87,897.76 
EXPENDITURES: 
Health $ 6.00 
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EXHmIT C - Continued 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
SD,!; GRADE GRADE HIGH TOTAL 
Operation: 
506.l Salaries $2,269.002 $4,590.00 $19,502.36 $44,181.01 
506.2 Contractual 
Se.rvioes 560.35 885.00 4,592.14 
506.3 SUpplies 1,558.26 4,591.39 10,239.77 
506.9 other 11.00 10.00 1,626.50 
'1btal s 2,Ei~9.3S $ 7,044.26 $24,!C>3.7S $60,639.4:2 
Maintenance: 
507.2 Contractual 
Sezvioes $ 106.85 $ 501.90 $ 351.50 $2,792.84 
507.3 Supplies 1,063.33 1,845.70 
'1btal $ 106.85 $ 5DI.§o $ I,5IS.83 $4,638.54 
Fixed ChaJ:ges: 
508.4 Drployer's 
Share of 
Ieti.rE!lallt 
System $ 255.85 
508.5 Insurance $ 75.65 $ 150.16 $ 671.20 ::l,879.70 
508.9 other 
(Interest on 
Bus wan) 33.00 634.02 
Total $ 75.6S s 150.16 $ ,04.20 $ 2,769.57 
capital outlay: 
563.0 .Additional 
F.guipnent $ 3,306.70 
564.0 Replaoenent 
F.guipnent $ 6,056.53 12,675.38 
Total -o- -0- S 6,056.53 $15,982.08 
'rol'AL EXPENDI-
TURES .. $ 3,011.85 $7,696.32 $32,279.31 $84,035.61 
EXCF.SS (IEFICIENCY) 
OF REVENUE OVER 
EXPENDITURES, 
'l'RANSPOR!'ATICN FUND $1,243.87 $ 2,409.95 $3,965.47 $3,862.15 
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CXNSOLIDATION OF RE.VENUE AND EXPENDI'IURES 
for Schools Included in the Proposed 
Wayne City carmun:ity Unit District 
Bond am Interest Fund 
Year Ended June 30, 1971 
EXHmIT D 
BERRY OAK GHJVE 
.ADEN GRADE GRADE GRADE 
REVENUE: 
401.11 1970 Truces $ 5,582.10 $9,581.24 $4,688.55 
EXPENDITURES: 
Fixed ChaJ:ges: 
508.83 Interest on 
Bonds $1,230.00 $ 377.50 $ 360.00 
508.84 Service 
ChaJ:ge on 
Bonds 49.00 
Total $ 1,230.C)O $ 386.50 $ 460.00 
570.0 Bond Prin-
ciple Retired $ 5,000.00 $9,000.00 $4,000.00 
'l'Ol'AL 
EXPENDI-
TURFS $ 6,230.00 $9,386.00 $4,460.00 
EXCESS (IEFICIENCY) 
OF RE.VENUE OVER 
EXPENDITURES, BOND 
AND IN'1EREST FUND $ (647.90) $ 194.74 $ 328.55 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
ORCHARDVILLE 
GRADE 
$5,688.94 
$ 560.00 
54.00 
$ 614.00 
$ 5,000.00 
$ 5,614.00 
$ 74.94 
SIMS GRADE GRADE HIGH rorAL 
RE.VENUE: 
401.11 1970 Truces $ 3,400.59 $11,262.32 $21,166.88 $61,370.62 
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EXHIBIT D - Continued 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
SIM.S G1WE GRADE HIGH 
EXPENDITURES: 
Fixed Cllazges: 
508.83 Interest al 
Bonds $ 670.00 $3,118.75 $1,200.00 
508.84 Service 
Charges on 
Bonds 52.00 55.00 
Total $ ,22.00 $ 3,II8.75 $ !,225.00 
570.0 Bond 
Principle 
Retired $ 3,000.00 $ 8,000.00 $20,000.00 
' 
'IDI'AL 
EXPEND!-
'lURES $3,722.00 $11,118.75 $21,225.00 
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) 
OF REVENUE OVER EXPEN-
DITURES, BOID AND 
IN'lEREm' FWD s (321.ll,) $ 143.57 $ (88.12) 
<rNOOLIDATICN OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES 
for Schocils Included in the Proposed 
Wayne City Conm.mity Unit District 
Mlmicipal Retiretent Fund 
REVENUE: 
401.11 1970 Taxes 
Year Ended June 30, 1971 
EXHIBIT R 
ADEN GRADE 
$ 633.37 
BERRY 
BRADE 
$ 136.60 
'lU.l'AL 
$7,476.25 
210.00 
$ ,,686.25 
$54,000.00 
$61,686.25 
$ (315.63) 
ORCHARDVIUE 
GRADE 
$ 851.37 
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EXHIBIT E - Continued 
BERRY <Y\K GOOVE ORCHARDVILLE 
ADEN GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE 
EXPENDITURF.s: 
508.4 &rq>loyer' s 
Share of 
Retirenent 
System $ 742.96 $ 976.05 $1,096.00 
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) 
OF REVmUE OVER 
EXPENDITURES, 
MLNICIPAL RETIRE-
MEN!' FCND $ (109.59) (No Fund) $ (829.45) $ (244.63) 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
smg GRADE GRADE HIGH 'roTAL 
REVENUE: 
401.11 1970 Taxes $ 807.59 $1,315.39 $ 3,551.60 $7,305.92 
EXPENDITURES: 
508.4 Enployer's 
Share of 
Retirarent 
System $ 807.44 $1,144.91 $ 3,008.49 $7,775.95 
EJD:SS (DEFICIENCY) 
OF REVENUE OVER 
EXPENDITURES, 
MNICIPAL RETIRE-
MEN'!' FUND $ us $ 170.48 $ 543.11 $ 469.93 
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CCNSOLIDATIOO OF REVENUE AND EXPENDI'IURES 
for Schools Included in the Proposed 
Wayne City Coomunity Unit District 
Working cash Fund 
Year Ended June 30, 1971 
EXHIBIT F 
BERRY OAK GROVE 
ADEN GRADE GRADE GRADE 
REVENUE: 
401.11 1970 Taxes $ 705.46 $ 875.80 
Sale of Bonds 10,000.00' 
Accrued 
Interest on 
Bonds 103.06 
'IUl'AL 
REVENUE $10,808.52 -o- $ 875.80 
EXPENDITURES: 
582.0 Pennanent 
Transfer to 
F.ducation 
Fund $11,544.74 
EXCESS (IEFICIENCY) 
OF REVENUE OVER 
EXPENDITURES, IDRKING 
CASH FUND $ (736.22) (No Fund) $ 875.80 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
Sn-1<> GRADE GRADE HIGH 
REVENUE: 
401.11 1970 Taxes $ 353.75 
Sale of Bonds 
Accrued 
Interest on 
Bonds 
'IUl'AL 
REVENUE $ 353.75 -0- -o-
ORCHARDVILLE 
GRADE 
$ 902.14 
$ 902.14 
$ 902.14 
'IUI'AL 
$ 2,837.15 
10,000.00 
103.06 
$12,940.21 
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EXHIBIT F - Continued 
WAYNE CITY WAYNE CITY 
Sn-1S GRADE GRADE HIGH 'IDTAL 
EXPENDIWRES: 
582.0 Pennanent 
Transfer to 
F.ducation 
Fund $11,544.74 
EXCESS (IEFICIENCY) 
OF RE.VENUE OVER 
EXPENDIWRES, ~ 
CASH FllID s 353.75 (No Fund) (No Fund) $1,395.47 
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OIAPrER VII 
FOR-m.TIOO' OF CXMruNITY UNIT DISTRICT NO. 100 
Vote for Fo:cmation of Coomunity Unit District 
Finally the residents of the proposed~ City Ccmnunity Unit 
Sclx>ol District were getting the opportunity to vote on the fonnation of a 
unit school district. Many school officials and residents had hoped the 
unit would be in operation by September of 1972, and all felt the selection 
was loog past due. Upon receiving written oonfinnation fran both the Re-
gional and State offices of the Superintendent of Public IHstruction, a 
special election on the establishment of a Wayne City Unit School District 
would be held Saturday, October 28, 1972, acoording to infonnation received 
fran Superintendent of Wayne City High School, Mr. Allen. 
Albert Miller, Superintendent of F.ducational Service Region, info:rned 
ne that this would be the first vote on a unit district proposal in Wayne 
County. The Wayne City petition follOW'ed essentially the same boundaries as 
the present Wayne City High School district, and had been noved ahead of the 
Fairfield High School Unit petition because the Fairfield petition was enmeshed 
in court proceedings. Also, the decision of the Wayne City residents to stay 
within their High School boundai::y lines was an essential criteria in their 
petition being approved. 
Mr. Miller announced that any person included in the Wayne City Unit 
petition area who would be out of the county October 28, 1972, who wishes to 
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vote by mail, might do so up to October 23, 1972. Anyone wishing to vote 
absentee m person might do so up to October 25, at the Office of F.ducational 
Service Region. 
Five votmg precincts for the Wayne City referendum on October 28, 
1972, were announced. The polls opened at 12 p.m. and closed at 7 p.m. The 
pollmg places were located at the following grade schools: Orchardville, 
Ben:y, Sims, Wayne City, and oak Grove. 
Election for Fonnation of Cooalnity Unit District 
Residents withm the district gave ove:rwhelming approval Saturday, 
October 28, 1972, to what \o.Ould be the first unit school district m Wayne 
Co\mty. Wayne City!'ts proposed unit school was awroved by a landslide mar-
gm of 8~ to 1. 
The total vote for the petition was 624 for the creation of a unit 
sclx>ol district with 75 voters registermg disapproval; and as Wayne City 
High School SUpermtendent, J. COnrad Allen, noted with enthusiasm, "The 
neasure carried heavily m every one of the five district precmcts set up 
for Saturday's vote. '!bes means balanced support f:ran throughout the dis-
trict". 
The ma.J:glll ranged fran a 30 to 1 matio m Wayne City, itself, down 
to a still better than 2 to 1 ratio in the Ben:y area. The vote by precmcts 
was as follows: 
PRECINCI' 
Wayne City 
Sims 
oak Grove 
Ben:y 
Orchardville 
'IUI'AL 
306 10 
78 20 
90 12 
49 23 
101 10 
624 75 
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Mr. Allen corrmented that he appreciated the good turn-out for this 
election, and he wanted to thank the voters for the solid vote of confidence 
in the unit system. 
Election of Unit District School Board 
Fourteen petitions were filed as of 'fuesday, December 26, 1972, the 
final date to file with Superintendent of Service Region, Albert Miller. Mr. 
Miller explained that the candidates had until Saturday, December 30, 1972, 
to withdraw their candidacy for members of the Board of Education of District 
No. 100. Wayne City High School Principal, Mr. Don Sledge, expressed his 
feeling that none of the candidates would withdraw. 
As I contacted the fourteen candidates, they all expressed the desire 
not to make a statement that might be put in print. Since I was a guest and 
the Superintendent of the high school asked me not to pursue the issue, this 
paper will contain very little information about the board members. Most 
candidates inplied that the people of the cornnunity already knew the candidate's 
philosophies and qualifications. All the candidates hoped to be elected, but 
none were going to actively campaign for the positions. 
The fourteen candidates which were on the ballot January 20, 1973, and 
the township in which they reside are: 
Jerry Brookman, Orel 
Joe Thomason, Orel 
Dean Parker, Orel 
Jo Alice Pierce, Orel 
Robert Wagner, Orel 
Robert Esmon, Orel 
Dale Crocker, Four Mile 
Verle Dickey, Berry 
Marsh Youngblood, Hickory Hill 
Allen (Red) Smith, Arrington 
Harold Austin, Arrington 
Jim Burge, Orchardville 
I.eslie Scarbrough, Orchardville 
Jerry Kissner, Big Mound 
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This represents the original fourteen candidates as r'Otl none of them 
renoved their narres fran the ballot. The state statues require that no rrore 
than three rreni:>ers of a school board may be fran one township; therefore, 
there are three candidates f:rom Orel TcMnship that cannot be elected. If 
the six candidates fran Orel Township should get the rrost votes, only the top 
three fran Orel would be elected. 'rhe four candidates with the highest vote 
totals fran outside Orel Township ~uld be elected to the board. 'rhe people 
are ooncerned because it is felt that the candidates fran Orel Township would 
be the six with the rrost votes. Orel TcMnship included Wayne City, which has 
rrore vote!l'S than the other six tc:Mnships cnnbined. 
l):)n Sledge, Principal of Wayne City High School, expressed delight 
in the fact that so many people were running for the school board and were 
willing to dedicate their time and energy to school ~rk. 
The election had been set for Saturday, Januai:y 20, 1973, fran 12 p.m. 
to 7 p.m. With seven members to be elected and fourteen candidates, the people 
in the cx:mnunity realized the election was important. 
Saturday, Januai:y 20, 1973, brought surprises to many people, but it 
also brought disappointirent to others. All the principals and high school 
superintendent were disappointed in that only 912 people turned out to select 
the first school board of Ccmnunity Unit District No. 100. Many people were 
surprised in that the school board was truely representative of the district, 
as one board rrenber fran each grade school within the boundaries of Unit 
District No. 100, except for Wayne City Grade School, was elected to the new 
board. 
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The unofficial vote total puts the following seven rren on the board 
and includes the township in which they reside: 
Verle Dickey, Berey 650 
Marsh Youngblood, Hickory Hill 623 
Janes H. Hurge, Orchardville 574 
Joe Thomason, Orel 561 
Allen (Red) Snith, Arrington 461 
Harold Austin, Arrington 455 
Jer:ry Kissner, Big Mound 398 
Six of the seven elected were rsw or had recently served as school board 
As a first observation it appears the scoool board will bring exper-
ience in school matters to the new unit board. Allen Snith is the lone nenber 
who has not served on a school board. Jer:ry Kissner is not a manber of a 
school board at present, but he was on the Men Grade School Board until it 
dissolved one year ago, 1970, to CXEbine with the oak Grove Grade School. 
The problem of all six candidates fn:m Orel Township receiving the 
nost votes did not materialize. Only one of the six candidates was elected, 
and he does not reside within the city limits of Wayne City. 
In an interview with Mr. Sledge, Wayne City High School Principal, he 
said, "I think the people of Wayne City are to be congratulated for the vote 
they gave to bring about a wide representation fn:m over the entire district. 
They were not in any way selfish in their vote~'.' 
Mr. Sledge infonted ma that the new board would maet January 28, 1973, 
to o:r:ganize. Actually, it officially CX>Uld not spend noney or transact business 
mtil July 1, 1973. But there was much pjianning to be done ranging fn:m bud-
get preparation, staff changes, and develq:ment of a written plan to maet 
state code and laws affecting school operation. 
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The seven rrernbers received their tenn of office by lot on January 
29, 1973. Three obtained three year terms, two received two year terms, 
and two no:re received one year terms. The new board's first order of business 
was to elect a president and sec:ret.ai:y of the board and they proceeded to 
select Mr. Don Sledge, Wayne City High School Principal, as the new super-
intendent of COOmunity Unit District No. 100. Officially, as of July 1, 1973, 
the various grade school boards and the present Wayne City High School Board 
disbanded. The new unit board will have the task of guiding the new unit 
district with Mr. Sledge as SUperintendent. 
I.00 OF AC'TIVITIES 
March 6, 1972 Attended public meeting at Orcha:cdville Grade School -
took notes. Interviewed Mr. Allen and Mr. Sledge. 
March 15, 1972 wayne City High met with Mr. Allen and made plans for my 
part in gaining my field experience 
March 20, 1972 Interviewed Mr. Allen at Wayne City High SChool 
March 22, 1972 Attended public meeting at oak Grove - Intezviewed Frank 
McGath - met with Mr. Allen and he infonned me about the 
meeting Wayne City Grade School - Mr. Allen taped the 
rneeting for my utilization of infonnation - Mr. Sledge 
infonned me on the Orchardville meeting. 
March 29, 1972 Went t.o Wayne City to attend public neeting - went to 
Superintendent of Sezvices Region Office - inspected 
mit petition of Cisne High School 
April 7, 1972 Intezviewed Bemie Weaver, Superintendent of Beny Grade 
School - InterviSNed. Mr. Sledge t.o obtain infonnation on 
Sims Grade School 
April 10, 1972 Intezviewed Mr. Allen and received notes he has on var-
ious meetings he had attended 
May 15, 1972 Interviewed Mr. Allen and Mr. Sledge at Wayne City, Mr. 
Gene Toliver, Principal of Cisne Grade School at Cisne, 
and Mr. Braddock, Assistant Superintendent of F.ducational 
Service Region, Fairfield 
May 22, 1972 Intel'.Viewed - Gene Toliver, Cisne; Albert Miller, Fairfield; 
Kemrl.t Braddock, Fairfield; Connie Allen, Wayne City High 
School; Don Sledge, Wayne City High School; visited office 
of Wayne County Press; Purchased COfJ':l of paper for statistical 
infonnation 
May 29, 1972 Research on enrollnent history 
May 30, 1972 Research on enroll.nent history 
May 31, 1972 Research on enrollment history 
u:x; OF ACI'IVITIES, Pl\GE 2 
June 1, 1972 
June 2, 1972 
June 3, 1972 
June 5, 1972 
Jtme 6, 1972 
June 7, 1972 
Jtme 8i 1972 
Jtme 9, 1972 
June 12, 1972 
Jtme 13, 1972 
June 14, 1972 
June 15, 1972 
June 16, 1972 
June 24, 1972 
Jtme 26, 1972 
(afternoon) 
Jtme 28, 1972 
(afternoon) 
July 1, 1972 
July 7, 1972 
(afternoon) 
July 10, 1972 
(afternoon) 
July 11, 1972 
(afternoon) 
July 12, 1972 
(afternoon) 
Research on assessed valuation and tax rates 
Research on assessed valuation and tax rates 
Research on assessed valuation and tax rates 
Cost of administration and instructional salaries 
Q:>st of administration and instructional salaries 
Cost of administration and instructional salaries 
Research on debt retirenent 
Research on state aid 
Research on state aid 
Assembled facts for financial evaluation 
Assenbled facts for financial evaluation 
Assembled facts for financial evaluation 
Assarbled facts for financial evaluation 
Research 
Put together budget for proposed unit district 
Put together budget for proposed unit district 
One hour organizing and writing paper 
Assembled report on major assets other than revenue 
Assetrbled report on major assets other than revenue 
Asseni>led report on major assets other than revenue 
Assembled report on major assets other than revenue 
ux; OF ACI'IVITIES, P.PGE 3 
July 17, 1976 
July 18, 1976 
July 19 - 31, 
1976 
July 31, 1976 
July 29, 1976 
July 31, 1976 
August 1, 1976 
August 9, 1976 
Two hours writing paper 
Two hours writing paper 
'lbtal of twelve lx>urs writing and organizing paper 
Typed, corrected paper 
Reviewed and corrected paper 
Reviewed paper - eight hours 
corrected paper - eight hours 
Typed and corrected 
August 11, 1976 Typed and corrected - three hours 
1wayne Comrty Press, "Statistical Census Infonnation" (Fairfield 
Ill,), July 10, 1972, p. 1 
2w~ Count71 Press, "School Administrators Reaction to Wayne City 
Unit Drive (Fairfield, Ill.), March 20, 1972 
